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TiO2 has many attractive applications such as solar water-splitting, gas sensors or
dye-sensitized solar cells. Behind those functions is an electron transfer to/from
molecules at the surface. Thus, it is essential to know the electronic structure of
the model surface in order to systematically improve the eciency of these applica-
tions. To date, the most studied surface is reduced rutile TiO2 (110). Its reactivity
is usually described by the so-called \oxygen-vacancy model". In this model the
surface states are associated with excess electrons introduced by surface bridging
oxygen vacancies (VO), and they are assumed to exist near VO at the rst layer.
However, recently doubt has been cast on the validity of this model due to seemingly
inconsistent reports of O2 chemisorption. Although scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) can solve this problem by directly imaging those states, a unied interpre-
tation of STM images is missing due to complexities in density functional theory
(DFT) calculations for this system.
In this study it is shown that both hybrid DFT and DFT+U give identical results
if the same initial structures in surface relaxations and suciently big calculation
cells are used. In the stable structure, an excess electron introduced by VO localizes
at the second layer Ti below the ve-fold coordinated Ti (Ti5c-2nd), forming Ti
3+.
One Ti3+ has an extension along the (001) direction, eectively occupying three
Ti5c-2nd sites. Through a total energy analysis, Ti
3+ ions are shown to be stable
near the VO rather than far from it. It is also shown when Ti5c-2nd sites are
eectively fully occupied shallow donor states are formed. Based on these results,
STM images reported in other works can be interpreted consistently. Particularly,
from the dierence between a 5 K image and two 78 K images, it is concluded that
at least above 78 K the contribution from Ti interstitials is non-negligible. Finally,
it is shown that this view can explain the seemingly contradictory O2 chemisorption
experiments. This suggests that the oxygen-vacancy model needs to be modied at
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
The white powder shown in Figure 1.1 is called titania, titanium dioxide or TiO2.
It is used as white pigments or sunscreens in our daily life. At the same time, it
draws much attention as new energy-related or electronic device materials, which
are behind the general motivation of this thesis. After the big success of solid
state physics and quantum chemistry represented by the invention of semiconduc-
tor transistors and solar cells in the 1950s, metal oxides including TiO2 started to
be seen as a frontier of semiconductors. As a consequence, interesting phenomena
such as photo-catalytic water splitting, [4] dye-sensitized photovoltaics and recently
memristive eects [5] were found in TiO2. Although a lot of eort was invested
to understand the mechanisms of these eects in order to improve them, the ap-
plications of these eects are currently not in full-scale use. One limiting factor of
these eorts lies in the previous applications of solid state physics and quantum
chemistry. Since they are built upon the understanding of the bulk properties of
materials, the surface eects are not incorporated in a rigorous manner. This is
natural because there had been no way to access atomic-scale surface properties
until the invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) in the 1980s [6]
and the establishment of its interpretation by Density Functional Theory (DFT)
calculations in the 1990s. A combination of STM and DFT is now recognized as
a standard tool for the study of surface electronic structures of metals and simple
semiconductors. In contrast, however, the study of metal oxide surfaces is still in
its early stages. Even the capability of DFT and STM for describing surface defects
is not clear for rutile TiO2 (110) (Figure 1.2), the model surface of metal oxides.
In this thesis, the electronic properties of reduced rutile TiO2 (110) surfaces are
studied by DFT, demonstrating the power of DFT and STM for describing those
defects. More explicitly, in this work, the so-called oxygen-vacancy model estab-
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Figure 1.1 Titanium dioxide powder. [1]
lished in the 1970s by then state-of-art techniques such as cluster calculations and
photoelectron spectroscopies is revisited using new generation tools such as DFT
and STM. It is a small but necessary piece in establishing the theory of metal oxide
surfaces. Through this process of theory construction, we can nd many promising
applications such as solar water splitting, ecient solar cells or better electronic
devices. This is exactly what had occurred during the construction of solid state
physics and quantum chemistry.
Hereafter, the topic of the thesis is introduced by briey reviewing the philosophy
and history behind solid state physics and quantum chemistry which are the basis of
this study and of surface science itself. It is of great help to understand the possible
outcomes and the goal of surface science as well as the importance of calculations
and where this thesis is located in that context.
3Figure 1.2 Crystal structure of rutile TiO2 and its (110) surface. Red circle:
oxygen, blue circle: titanium.
Assumptions behind materials science
Surface science, solid state physics and quantum chemistry are all reductionistic
approaches to the properties of matter based on the Schrodinger equation, and
share the following properties.
 Matter consist of atoms, for example 1 g of carbon has about 1023 C atoms
 There are only about 100 atom types in the world, as describe in the periodic
table
 An atom consists of a nucleus and electrons
 A nucleus has a positive charge and an electron has a negative charge
 Electrons, especially valence electrons, which are loosely bound by a nucleus,
play an important role in chemical reaction
 Electrons obey an equation which is called the Schrodinger equation
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 Electrons can not be distinguished, which means that electrons follow a
Fermi-Dirac distribution
It should be emphasized that none of this is obvious. Rather, it is hard to believe
from our daily experiences. The reason why I believe these statements is because the
approaches based upon them are very successful in describing many things about
the microscopic structures of matter, and more importantly, greatly aect our life.
Computers, smartphones, solar cells or fuel cells are all products of semiconductor
physics and quantum chemistry. Nobody can even touch or see electrons, but we
believe in them and would like to solve the Schrodinger equation to understand and
improve materials properties.
To solve Schrodinger equation: approximations and numerical
calculations
Since the Schrodinger equation does not have an analytical solution for a system
with more than two electrons, there are three ways to solve it. The rst option is to
solve it numerically, the second one is to approximate the equation until it can be
solved analytically, and the third one is a hybrid and popular approach, to approx-
imate the equation until it can be solved using calculators or computers. The rst
option became possible only recently due to advances in parallel computing, using
what is known as quantum Monte-Carlo calculations. In this case, an integration
of a many-variable complex function (called the many-body wavefunction) is evalu-
ated by the Monte-Carlo method. The results are used to check the validity of other
calculation methods such as DFT. The main route of modern materials science is
to take the third way. This is where the calculation comes into play in this eld
on top of theory and experiments. Thus the calculation resources and the way of
approximating the equation are the limiting factors of this eld. The advances in
these areas have invoked a shift, for example, from solid state physics/chemistry to
surface science. To make things more complicated, the solution of the many-body
Schrodinger equation (many-body wavefunction) depends on the positions of all
electrons in the system. This is very non-intuitive and dicult to interpret. In this
respect, the approximation works also as a model on which one can think about
what is going on in matter instead of just looking at the many-body wavefunction.
51920s-1950s: Schrodinger equation and the success of
semiconductor physics
An intensive interplay between theory and experiments on the microscopic struc-
ture of matter in the early 20th century, following a reductionistic approach to
nature, initiated by the success of Newton's equation of motion, catalyzed into the
Fermi-Dirac distribution and Schrodinger equation in 1926. Although it was origi-
nally applied to the Hydrogen atom, a one-electron system, to explain its emission
spectrum, the application to many-electron systems was of immediate interest to
scientists. This was at a time when there were only mechanical calculators, so the
numerical approach was very hard, and so the system should be suciently simple.
A many-electron atom was chosen as the rst target for solving the many-body
Schrodinger equation numerically. This successful approximation was known as
Hartree-Fock equation [7]. The solutions can be interpreted as many non-interacting
electrons in a mean-eld, which eectively includes many-body interactions. They
are also known as \atomic orbitals" labeled by characters such as s, p and d. The
Hartree-Fock approximation explained the shell structure of atoms in detail and
the periodic table could then be more clearly understood. Since then, the view
of \atomic orbitals" remains a rm basis of both solid state physics and quantum
chemistry.
Other than this, scientists tried to approximate the equation and solve it ana-
lytically. It is hard to dene the boundaries, but roughly speaking, physicists were
interested in metals and alloys, while chemists wanted to explain chemical reac-
tions using the Schrodinger equation. Physicists constructed what is called \band
theory" while they attempted to explain transport properties such as electric con-
ductivity and thermal conductivity or heat capacities of metals and alloys. Chemists
developed valence band theory or the Huckel method to extend and modify their
semi-classical notions, such as the octet rule.
During World War II, semiconductor rectiers were intensively researched to
make radar detectors. Metal-semiconductor junctions used in crystal radios or
semiconductor-semiconductor junctions, which were later identied as p-n junctions,
were studied. As a result, the mechanism behind them became clearly understood
in the framework of band theory. Impurities in the semiconductor crystal turned
out to play an important role in transport properties. These studies nally led to
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the invention of semiconductor transistors, solar cells and LEDs in the 1950s, mark-
ing the remarkable success of band theory. This is one of the best examples to show
that something very useful can be found from a theory construction in which a non-
realistic \model" is created and compared both experimentally and theoretically.
In this case, during the extension of band theory, pure silicon crystal, with a small
amount of impurities, was prepared and transport properties or contact potential
dierences were compared using the band model of semiconductors. This surface is
one of the \model" studies in surface science.
1960s-1980s: Metal oxides as a frontier and the failure of
semiconductor physics
The appearance of computers made a big shift in materials science in which the
many-body Schrodinger equation can be numerically solved for a realistic system.
However, the weak computational power at the time required a good approximation
for the equation. Of particular interest was how to incorporate electron-electron in-
teractions into the approximation. This was the problem for physicists. The popular
approach was to utilize the electron density such as Slater's X-alpha method, but
the most successful one was DFT. Proposed by Hohenberg and Kohn in 1964, [8] and
completed by Kohn-Sham's approach to exchange correlation interactions, [9] DFT
was so successful in describing the properties of many body electrons in materials,
such as lattice constants or bulk modulus of metals and simple semiconductors.
Chemists developed what is called molecular orbital theory, with the help of group
theory to reduce the number of solutions. Later chemists incorporated DFT into
their theories and succeeded in predicting the formation enthalpy of several chemical
reactions. This quantitative success nally resulted in the award of the Nobel Prize
for Chemistry to Walter Kohn in 1998. Now DFT is accepted by the chemistry
community as a standard tool.
Dierences between physicists and chemists also can be seen in the treatment of
electrons. In band theory, electrons are treated as plane waves with fully-periodic
structures whereas they are treated as localized waves or particles with non-periodic
structures in chemists' framework.
After the invention of semiconductor-based devices, the unexplored area of metal
oxides, such as TiO2, was explored. Interesting phenomena such as photocatalytic
reactions, dye-sensitized photovoltaics are found in TiO2. Those phenomena were
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such as chemical doping were made to improve those eects based on these theories.
However, the improvement was not so straight-forward and the application of them
is very limited, even today. Band theory and molecular orbital theory are based on
fully-periodic and non-periodic structures, respectively. What is missing is a theory
for partially-periodic structures, or specically surfaces. However, at the time, there
was no way to directly observe surfaces and test such theories.
Experimental techniques for electronic structure measurements also experienced
signicant advancements. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Ultraviolet
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) or Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) ap-
peared in this period. The results were compared with empirical molecular orbital
calculations and interpreted. Reduced rutile TiO2 was intensively studied using
those techniques. These approaches were catalyzed into the so-called \oxygen-
vacancy model". [10] In this model, the surface states were associated with bridging
oxygen vacancies, and they were assumed to be at the rst layer. This model was in
accord with the previous view of ionic crystals. This means that an oxygen atom, an
electronegative element, become O2{. For example, TiO2 consists of Ti
4+ and O2{
and Ti2O3 consists of Ti
3+ and O2{. The interesting nding was that when TiO2
is slightly reduced, which is noted as TiO2-x, it has a signature of Ti
3+. Since TiO2
is usually slightly reduced and a Ti3+ has an extra electron compared with Ti4+,
it was thought that Ti3+ was the key to understand the properties of this oxide.
At the time, however, the signature of Ti3+ in TiO2-x could not be reproduced by
calculation, and thus progress came to a halt.
1980s-1990s: The dawn of surface science and problems in
metal oxide surfaces
STM was invented in 1981, and marked the dawn of modern surface science.
Through a tunneling current between a tip and a material surface, it enabled
the observation of atomic-scale electronic structures. Since STM only gives a
two-dimensional black and white contrast, interpretation by calculation is required
to obtain an electron distribution in real space. Fortunately, the interpretation
by calculations had been established for metals and simple semiconductors by the
1990s. However, DFT still could not describe reduced TiO2 properly.
In this period, although DFT was successful, both physicists and chemists recog-
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nized that further improvement of the description of electron-electron interactions
in DFT was required in order to expand the area of application. What was lacking
was the exchange interaction, which the Hartree-Fock approximation provided per-
fectly. Chemists incorporated the Hartree-Fock approach into DFT and developed
what is called the hybrid functional DFT. Physicists also included the exchange
interaction to explain metal oxides. The method is known as DFT+U .
1990s-early 2000s: TiO2 as a model surface of metal oxides
TiO2 has three major crystal structures known as rutile, anatase and brookite.
Out of these, rutile is known to be thermodynamically the most stable and (110)
is the most stable surface. As briey described above, in order to exploit the
functionality of metal oxides, it is recognized that the theory of materials science
should be expanded so that surfaces are rigorously understood from the Schrodinger
equation. In order to expand the understanding of the surface of metal oxides, rutile
TiO2 (110) has been studied as a model surface. In this period, the interpretation
of empty state STM images was established. [11] In contrast, there were only a
few attempts to understand lled state images [12, 13] in which lled state images
were interpreted, for example, by small cluster calculations based on molecular
orbital theory. However, in terms of both experimental resolutions and accuracies
in calculation, realistic studies had not started until the late 2000s. Also, Henderson
reported the existence of Ti intersitials in the surface of reduced TiO2. [14]
Late 2000s-present: defects behind the surface reactivity of
reduced rutile TiO2
In the late 2000s, scientists began to doubt the validity of the oxygen-vacancy
model, to some extent. [15{18] At the same time, DFT+U was applied to reduced
metal oxides such as V2O5, MoO3 or CeO2 and successfully described the localized
electron due to reduction. [19{21] More importantly, in 2006 Di Valentin et al.
applied the hybrid functional to reduced rutile TiO2 (110) and the signature of
Ti3+ in electronic structure observed in UPS and EELS was reproduced. [22] Later,
Morgan and Watson applied DFT+U and conrmed that the localized Ti3+ was
correctly described. [23]
After these advancements, studies of lled state STM became active, because it
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has Fermi energy at the conduction band edge (CB-edge), [10] which is a basis of
STM interpretation, [11] a negative bias of about -1 V images only the gap states
and shallow donor states. In the literature, there are several atomic-scale images
which were taken at either 78 K or 5 K, [2, 24, 25] with bias voltages varying from
-2 to -1 V. Importantly, there is no agreement in the interpretations, even now.
While Minato et al. reported that VO-induced Ti 3d states are delocalized on the
rst layer, [2] Papageorgiou et al. concluded that they are delocalized from the rst
to third layer, and only a -2 charged VO can reproduce the STM image. [24] Very
recently, Setvin et al. interpreted their image as a weighted average of Ti 3d states
localized at the rst and second layer. [25] These discrepancies arose because of the
nature of the gap states and the eect of having Fermi energy at the CB-edge were
not properly taken into account.
Meanwhile, as a consequence of further research within DFT in 2010s, the nature
of the band gap states is becoming more and more clear. The gap states are formed
by introducing donor defects such as VO and bridging hydroxyl (OHb), or adding
extra electrons to a defect-free surface. [22,26,27] On top of that, a Ti interstitial is
reported to introduce four excess electrons in the system. [28,29] An excess electron
localizes at a Ti site occupying a Ti 3d-like orbital. Surrounding Ti-O bonds are
consequently expanded which results in a formation of a polaronic Ti3+. However,
if it comes to the stable position of a polaron, there was no solution, which was
an obstacle for the coherent understanding of the lled state images. Since the
symmetry is broken at the surface, Ti sites are no longer equivalent. The polaron
can be stabilized at almost any Ti site in the surface by controlling the initial
structure of relaxation. In 2011, Deskins et al. and Chretien et al. conducted a
systematic study in which the position of Ti3+ was controlled and the stability was
studied using DFT+U . [27, 30] Both of them suggested that Ti3+ is stable in the
second layer. This contradicts the classical belief that it is located at the nearest
neighbor Ti site of oxygen vacancy, as well as the previous calculations.
Also the shallow donor states, which are delocalized among Ti sites placing the
Fermi energy at the CB-edge, are not well studied even though they are the basis
of the STM interpretation. This is because electrons added to this system prefer
to be localized in hybrid DFT or DFT+U . Very recently, through bulk supercell
calculations, Janotti et al. reported that the delocalized state is close in energy to
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the localized state, and the coexistence of those states is possible due to an energy
barrier between them. [31] However, there is currently no such study for the surface.
Objectives and the thesis outline
In order to check the validity of the oxygen-vacancy model by interpreting lled
state STM images consistently, the following questions are investigated in this thesis
using DFT:
 What is the stable position of the polaronic Ti3+?
 What is the stable conguration of polarons around VO, especially under
Fermi energy at the CB-edge?
 Under what conditions are shallow donor states formed?
In Chapter 2, theory as well as computational methodologies are introduced. In
Chapter 3, it is shown that both of hybrid DFT and DFT+U give identical results
if the same initial structures in surface relaxations and suciently big calculation
cells are given. It is also shown that Ti3+ is the most stable at the second layer
Ti site below the ve-fold coordinated Ti site (Ti5c-2nd). It is also shown that
Ti3+ at the Ti5c-2nd site covers three Ti5c-2nd sites, with only about 70% of an
electron being at the center. In Chapter 4, Ti3+ is shown to be stable near the
VO rather than far from it, using a total energy analysis. In Chapter 5, it is
shown that under Fermi energy at the CB-edge, Ti5c-2nd sites are eectively fully
occupied regardless of VO coverage, up to 16.7%. It is suggested that the shallow
donor states are located deeper within the structure, not aecting the gap states
image signicantly. The coexistence of shallow donor states and localized states
are possible when Ti5c-2nd sites are eectively fully occupied. Then, based on the
rened view, it is demonstrated that the lled state STM images in the literature
can be consistently interpreted. A key feature is a bright blob in the Ti5c row which
is interpreted as a Ti3+ at the Ti5c-2nd site. Images taken at 78 K are interpreted
as having eectively fully occupied Ti5c-2nd sites by Ti
3+, while the 5 K image is
interpreted by partially occupied Ti5c-2nd sites. The dierence is explained by an
ionization of Ti interstitials, which suggests that the so-called oxygen-vacncy model
needs to be modied at temperatures above at least 78 K. Finally in Chapter 6,




As far as the materials' electronic properties such as chemical reactivities are con-
cered, a guiding equation is the many-body Schrodinger euqation. In particular,
since only the steady state properties are dealt in this thesis, time-independent
Schrodinger equation is a starting point:
H^	tot(r1; r2; :::;R1;R2; :::) = E	tot (2.1)
where 	 is the many-body wavefunction, ri andRi are the positions of the electrons
and ions, respectively, and H^ is the Hamiltonian for the system. An explicit form of
































where Mi and Zi are the nucleus mass and charge, respectively, me is the electron
mass, ~ is Planck's constant divided by 2 and e is the electron charge. Due to its
complexity, the many-body Schrodinger equation can be solved exactly for small
and simple system.
In order to make problem tractable, we rst apply so-called the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation which separates the motion of the ions and the
electrons. This is justied by the fact that the mass of a nucleus is much bigger
than the mass of an electron. As a consequence of this approximation, the
many-body wavefunction is rewritten as a product of the electron wavefunction
and the nuclear wavefunction
	tot(r1; :::;R1; :::) = 	e(r1; :::;R1; :::) 	nuc(R1; :::): (2.3)
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The semicolon in the electron wavefunction indicates that it depends on the ionic po-
sitions as parameters but not as variables. By setting a small term such as the kinetic
energy of the ions to zero, which is valid at T = 0 K, the many-body Schrodinger
equation can be separated into two equations. The rst is the Schrodinger equation
for the nuclei and the second is for the electrons for a given ionic conguration.
Since we focus on the electronic properties, the latter is of the interest:
He	e(r1; :::;R1; :::) = Ee	e(r1; :::;R1; :::); (2.4)
















4"0jri   rj j (2.5)
In the earliest days of quantum physics in 1930s, D. R. Hartree made attempts
to solve this problem under the assumption that the many-body wavefunction is a
product of one electron orbitals,
	e(r1; r2; :::; rn) =  (r1) (r2)     (rn): (2.6)
This approach violates the Pauli's exclusion principle since the many-body wave-
function is not antisymmetric. It was improved by expressing the many-body wave-
function as a determinant of one-electron orbitals, which is known as the Slater
determinant. This approach is called the Hartree-Fock approximation. In this for-
malism, the fact that electrons are fermions is incorporated. In other words, the
exchange eects are taken into account. The Hartree-Fock approximation does not
give an exact total energy for the system because it uses averaged potentials based
only on one determinant, which in some cases is not a good approximation to the
true all electron wavefunction. The energy dierence between the Hartree-Fock
energy and the true ground state energy is called the correlation energy.
2.1 Density functional theory
In density functional theory (DFT), the electron density play a central role instead
of the many-body wavefunction. Following two theorems formulated by Hohenberg
and Kohn in 1964 are the foundation of DFT.
Theorem 1. For the particles interacting under an external potential, the potential
can be uniquely determined by the ground state electron density n(r).
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This theorem guarantees that the ground state electron density alone can deter-
mine the external potential thus all ground state properties of the system. Then the
problem is how to nd this density. The second theorem helps solve this problem:
Theorem 2. For any external potentials, it is possible to dene the energy E[n]
as an universal functional of the electron density. The exact ground state energy
of the system is the global minimum of this functional for any external potentials,
and electron density n(r) which minimizes the functional is an exact ground state
electron density.
This means that an electron density of interest can be found by using variational
principle if the exact expression for the energy functional is known. However, at
this point an exact expression of energy functional to which the variational principle
can be applied is not given.
2.1.1 The Kohn-Sham equations
Kohn and Sham casted a problem of n interacting electrons into a non-interacting






where  i(r) is a non-interacting one electron orbital. By using this one electron
orbital, energy functional of the system can be constructed as following:
E[n(r)] = Eke[n(r)] + Eeff [n(r)] + EII
















jr   r0j drdr
0 + EXC [n(r)] + EII ;
(2.8)
where the rst term in the last equation is the kinetic energy of electrons, the second
is the Coulomb interaction energy between the nuclei and the electrons, The third
and fourth terms stem from the Coulomb interaction energy between electrons,
called the Hartree and Exchange-Correlation (XC) term, respectively. The exact
form of the XC term is discussed in the next section. Fifth term is the Coulomb
interaction energy between ions.
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Then, by applying the variational principle to this functional under the condition
that the sum of the density throughout the system should be constant and equal to
the number of electrons, a Schrodinger-like one particle equation , which is known
as the Kohn-Sham equation, is derived:
H^ i = [ 1
2
r2 + Veff (r)] i = "i i; (2.9)
where H^ is the one electron Hamiltonian and Veff (r) the eective potential in which
the electron interacts. The eective potential can be written as a combination of
potential terms that originate from the energy functional:








The problem is now reduced to nd non-interacting one-electron orbitals in the
eective potential.
2.1.2 The local density approximation
In the Kohn-Sham formalism, important information of the interacting n-electron
is kept in the exchange-correlation energy EXC [n(r)]. In order to solve the Kohn-
Sham equation, an explicit form of the exchange-correlation energy as a functional of
electron density should be given by approximating the electron-electron interaction.
The local density approximation (LDA) is one of the most popular approximations
which was originally proposed by Kohn and Sham. In this approximation, the
exchange-correlation energy is set to be equal to the exchange-correlation energy in




where "XC is the exchange-correlation energy of one electron at position r in a
homogeneous electron gas. The exact value of "XC can be calculated from solving
the many-body Schrodinger equation explicitly by, for example, Quantum Monte
Carlo methods.
Since LDA is based on the assumption that the electron density is locally almost
constant, it can be generalized to a spin-polarized system by explicitly dealing with
the electron density of two dierent spin. This approach is called the local spin
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where n(r) = n"(r) + n#(r).
2.1.3 Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA)
Electrons in real materials is not distributed homogeneously. In order to incorporate
those non-local eects into XC energy, the rst step is to use the local gradient in
the electron density. This approach is called the generalised gradient approximation





"(r); n#(r); jrn"(r)j; jrn#(r)j; :::]dr: (2.13)
There are many ways to implement the gradients of the electron density in a GGA
functional. The Perdew-Wang functional (PW91) [32] and the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof functional (PBE) [33] are two of the most widely used functionals for
solids.
2.1.4 DFT+U
The LDA/GGA tend to over-delocalize electrons due to their intrinsic self-
interaction error, and in some cases wrongly predicts a semiconductor as a metal.
DFT+U is a way to overcome this problem by using an orbital-dependent potential
that adds en extra Coulomb interaction U . The electrons are separated into
localized and delocalized electrons. While the Coulomb repulsion U is taken into
account for the localized electrons via a Hubbard-like term in a model Hamilto-
nian, the delocalized electrons are described by a standard orbital-independent
LDA/GGA formalism. The XC energy in this approach has the following form:
EDFT+UXC [n
"; n#] = ELDA=GGAXC [n
"; n#] + EHub   Edc; (2.14)
where ELDA=GGA[n
"; n#] is the standard LDA/GGA total energy, EHub is the
Hubbard-like term and Edc is the double counting term.
2.1.5 Hybrid functionals
Another way to correct the errors of LDA/GGA is known as hybrid functionals. By
incorporating a fraction of Hartree-Fock (HF) exact exchange into the LDA/GGA
exchange, hybrid functionals often better-describe band gaps of semiconductors.
In this thesis, one of the most common hybrid functionals HSE (Heyd-Scuseria-
Ernzerhof) [34, 35] is used. HSE is based upon PBE functional, but the exchange
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term is split into two components, a long-range and a short-range terms. Then a










where EHSEXC is the HSE exchange-correlation energy, E
HF;SR
XC is the short range
term of the Hartree-Fock exchange part, EPBE;SRXC and E
PBE;LR
XC are short and
long range terms of the PBE exchange part and EC is the correlation part of PBE.
For the screening parameter which determine the range of EHF;SRX , it was set to 0.2
A 1, following the recommendation of the original paper. [35] With this value, the
band gaps of semiconductors are best described.
2.2 Treating periodic structures
Solids consist of more than 1023 ions. One way to approximate this fact is to express
a solid as an ininitely and pereodically repeated unit cell. The eective potential
Veff in this system should be written as following:
Veff (r +R) = Veff (r); (2.16)
where R is the real lattice vector dened by R = n1a1 + n2a2 + n3a3 (ni: integer
number, ai: unit cell vectors). According to the Bloch's theorem, the one-electron
wavefunction under the periodic potential can be written as:
 jk(r) = u
j
k(r)  eikr; (2.17)
where ujk(r) has the periodicity of the lattice u
j
k(r+R) = uk(r). The wavefunction
is labeled by a discrete value called band index j and a vector k, and has a following
property:
 jk(r) =  
j
k+K(r); (2.18)
where K is dened by K = n1b1 + n2b2 + n3b3 (ni: integer number, bi: reciprocal
lattice vector satisfying ai  bj = 2ij), and k is kept in the rst Brillouin zone,
which is the primitive cell of the reciprocal lattice. In this formalism, one can
pose a boundary condition for the wavefunction arbitrarily, which is known as the
Born-von Karman boundary condition:
 jk(r +Niai) =  
j
k(r); i = 1; 2; 3; (2.19)
where Ni is an arbitrary integer and equals to the number of k in the rst Brillouin
zone. For example, when Ni is set to innite, k becomes continuous value. The
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bigger it is, the more accurate the wavefunctions become. However, in an actual
calculation, one has to take an nite value. It is because that the physical quantities
such as the total energy per the unit cell is obtained through the average value of
all states (wavefunctions) in the rst Brillouin zone. One has to set Ni to nite
value in order to keep the problem tractable under a nite computational resource.
This procedure is called k-point sampling.






where G are the reciprocal lattice vectors. Thus, the wavefunction can be expressed






Although innite number of plane waves are needed to expand an arbitrary func-
tion, in the case of our interest the number is limited since the terms, cjk;G, with
suciently high kinetic energy ~
2
2m jk +Gj2 have the negligible contribution to the
total energy. This is done by truncating the sum in Eq. (2.21) at some kinetic
energy, which is called the cut-o energy.
The cut-o energy and the number of k-points determine the accuracy of a dis-
cretization of the problem. Although the bigger the better, they should be adjusted
according to the computational resource.
2.2.1 Matrix expression for the Kohn-Sham equations
Under the framework of the plane-wave expansion, the Kohn-Sham equations can






jk +Gj2GG0 + Veff (G G0))cjk+G0 = "jkcjk+G; (2.22)





Now the problem of solving a dierential equation was transformed into solving
a set of eigenvalue equations. Since the matrix depends on its eigenvalues, the
equation should be solved by a self-consistent iterative process. First, initial Vext
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Initial Vext and wavefunctions
Calculate Veff and construct Hamiltonian  
Diagonalize the Hamiltonian
(Solve the Kohn-Sham eq.) 
Calculate new wavefunctions
and the total energy
Converged?
no
Figure 2.1 Flow-chart describing a self-consistent iterative process.
and wavefunctions are set. Then the VH and VXC are calculated from the initial
electron density. After this Veff = Vext + VH + VXC is calculated, thus the matrix
is constructed. By diagonalizing this matrix for all k-vectors, one can obtain the
new set of eigenvectors. Out of this eigenvectors, new wavefunctions are obtained
and consequently new matrix can be constructed for the next iterative step. At
this point, the total energy of the system is compared with previous value. Until
the energy converges within a certain range, the iterative process continues. The
process is shown in Figure 2.1.
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2.3 Pseudopotentials
There is a way to reduce the number of electrons and the cut-o energy to be
calculated in materials. In this approch, core and valence electrons are treated dif-
ferently. When atoms get together to form a solid, the core electrons are bound
to their atomic nuclus and remain unchanged. In contrast the valence electrons
are actively involved in the chemical bonding, and should have dierent character
from the atomic state. Since our interest is in describing the chemical reactiv-
ity, it is natural to approximate that the core s are frozen and dealt as a part of
atomic nucleus. This approach is called as the pseudopotential approximation in
which the atomic potential is replaced by a pseudopotential which includes the core
electrons. The basic properties of the pseudopotential V PP and the corresponding
pseudo-wavefunction  PP are compared with the all-electron (AE) potential and
wavefuction in Figure 2.2.
The pseudopotential and pseudo-wavefunctions are set to be identical to the all-
electron wavefunctions  AE outside a certain radius rc of the atom. Compared
with  AE which has many nodes in core region,  PP is softened which means that
the number of plane waves to expand the wavefunction is reduced. It is because
the atomic-orbital-like core states, to which the valence wavefunctions should be or-
thogonalized, do not exist in the pseudized system. This method not only decreases
the number of electrons in the system, but also the number of plane waves is greatly
reduced.
Various pseudopotentials had been developed so far and Projector augmented
wave (PAW) potential, which is used in this thesis, is one of the outcomes. Being
rst proposed by Blochl [36] and implemented in plane wave calculations by Kresse
and Joubert [37], PAW can calculate all-electron properties at a cost of pseudo
potentials.
2.4 Hellmann-Feynman forces
Hellmann-Feynman theorem provides an ecient way to calculate forces on an
atoms. The force on an atom can be written as the derivative of the total energy










Figure 2.2 Schematic illustration of the pseudopotential V PP , all-electron po-
tential V AE , and corresponding wavefunctions  PP and  AE .
with respect to atomic position RI :















By minimizing these forces, an equilibrium structure can be obtained.
2.5 Surface slab calculation
Throughout this thesis, the surface is modeled by a three-dimensional periodic
structure divided by a vacuum layer.This is a standard way to describe a surface
within plane wave DFT calculations and called a surface slab model. The basic
assumption of this model is that with a nite thickness of a vacuum layer and slab,
one can extract the properties of a surface. Since each side of the slab faces vacuum,
there are two ways to deal with them. One is called 2-sided in which both of the
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ends are treated as a surface and in the ions in the middle of the slab are xed
at bulk positions. In the other way, which is named as \pseudo hydrogen" in this
thesis, one side of the slab is treated as bulk region, ions in the bottom layer being
kept at bulk positions. Electrons at that side should be stabilized so that they do
not have spurious eects on the model. To do that pseudo-hydrogens, which have
nucleus and electrons with non-integer charge, are placed to saturate cut bonds.
The advantage of this method is that one can reduce the number of ions roughly
by half compared with the 2-sided model. To reduce the computational demand
posed by using HSE06 functional, pseudo hydrogen is adopted in this thesis and the
surface is mainly modeled by a 4-layer slab with a 10 A of vacuum layer as shown in
Figure 2.3. The charge of pseudo hydrogens are determined as 2/3 and 4/3 for O and
Ti site, respectively, following the earlier work. [38] The work function dierence
between 2-sided and pseudo hydrogen is compared in Figure 2.4. It can be seen
that with a sucient thickness of vacuum and slab, both model behave similarly.
To check the accuracy of the model used in terms of the slab thickness , the work
function and formation energy are plotted in Figure 2.5 and 2.6, respectively. They
oscillate within the range of a few tens of meV. Considering that the energy of room
temperature is about 25 meV, it is not competely converged. Rather, the use of
this 4-layer slab with a 10 A vacuum is required by the use of HSE06 and justied
by the fact that it well-reproduce the surface reconstruction pattern as discussed in
the next chapter.
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Figure 2.3 4-layer p(42) slab used in the calculation.
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Figure 2.4 Work function dependence on the vacuum thickness. For 2-sided,
9-layer p(21) slab was used. For pseudo hydrogen, 6-layer p(21) slab was





















Figure 2.5 Work function dependence on the slab thickness for pseudo hydro-
gen 4-layer p(42) slab.



















Figure 2.6 Formation energy dependence on the slab thickness for pseudo
hydrogen 4-layer p(42) slab.
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Chapter 3
A systematic comparison between
DFT+U and HSE06
3.1 Introduction
TiO2 is a functional material with widespread applications in technology [39]. Its
wide band gap (3 eV) is for example, utilized in sunscreening and chemical so-
lar cells. Also it is used in photocatalytic splitting of water [40] and degradation
of organic molecules in polluted air or water. TiO2 crystallizes in three phases:
anatase, rutile, and brookite. The most stable bulk phase is rutile and the most
stable surface is the (110) rutile surface followed by the (101) anatase surface [41].
The geometric structure of the most stable defect free (110) rutile surface has been
studied both experimentally and theoretically [42] and is generally agreed to be the
(11) surface with bridging oxygen rows [43].
Experimentally, the broad band gap state at  1 eV below the conduction band
edge has been associated with the occurrence of oxygen vacancies accompanied by
the presence of Ti3+ ions: ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS), resonant
photoemission, electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) all attribute the  1 eV state to Ti3+ ions [44]. Recently it
was proposed that the band gap state at  1 eV below the conduction band edge
is not caused by the oxygen vacancy but by Ti interstitial defects [15], but these
results are under debate [45{47].
Recent reviews of the current understanding of oxygen vacancies at the TiO2 sur-
face summarize both experimental [42] and theoretical results [44,48]. A substantial
experimental evidence exists to show the presence of bridging oxygen vacancies on
the rutile TiO2 (110) surface. Their concentration is reported as several per cent:
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8% for a surface annealed in vacuum [49], (4  0.6) % [45] and  15 % [50] for a
surface prepared by cycles of Ar bombardment and annealing. In most experimental
studies, an oxygen vacancy concentration of roughly 10 % is reported [42].
Calculations based on local density approximations (LDA) or generalized gradi-
ent approximations (GGA) to the density functional theory (DFT) are insucient
for systems with strong electron correlations. In addition, both LDA and GGA cal-
culations are known to severely underestimate oxide band gaps due to the built-in
self-interaction error. Within LDA/GGA, the band gap state corresponding to the
oxygen vacancy is calculated to be at the bottom of the conduction band [44], which
is in disagreement with experiment.
To overcome this problem, both GGA+U [23, 27, 30, 51] and hybrid functional
[2, 22] approaches have been conducted, where a Ti3+ state is reported with the
presence of a gap state. This state corresponds to one localized electron, which
is trapped by a local lattice distortion around a Ti ion, i.e. a polaron. But the
location of the polarons varies in dierent calculations. Some have reported two
surface polarons [22], some two equivalent polarons on subsurface sites [27,51] and
others a combination with a sub subsurface polaron and a subsurface polaron [30].
The localization of the electrons can be achieved by either employing the DFT+U
(LDA+U/GGA+U) method or a hybrid functional. Within the quantum chemistry
community, the B3LYP hybrid functional is rather common and is used to cure the
above mentioned errors of the local density approximation regarding the approx-
imate description of the electron-electron interaction. The B3LYP consists of a
weighted sum over the exact exchange according to Hartree-Fock and density func-
tional exchange correlation, where the weights are parameters. The disadvantage is
that the correlation in the limit of the homogenous electron gas is not correctly de-
scribed [52] and it is often worse than HSE06 in describing ground state properties
of especially inorganic solids [53]. In this work HSE06 is used as hybrid functional.
It has been shown to describe the lattice and electronic properties of TiO2 in very
good agreement with experiment [54].
A computationally inexpensive way of treating the problem is by the GGA+U
method. GGA+U consists of the GGA exchange-correlation functional plus a Hub-
bard U term which is weighted by the orbital and spin occupation. In addition, some
part of the GGA exchange/correlation functional has to be subtracted in order to
minimize the double-counting. The usage of GGA+U on TiO2 does not correct the
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band gap: the band gap becomes 2.2 eV compared to an experimental band gap of
3 eV, but allows for the electron localization at Ti ions.
A systematic comparison between these two approaches is missing in the lit-
erature. In this chapter, a thorough comparison between DFT+U and hybrid
functional results is presented regarding the polaron formation due to the pres-
ence of oxygen vacancy on the (110) rutile TiO2 surface. Comparing HSE06 and
GGA+U , the HSE06 functional shows overall better agreement with experimental
values available for TiO2. At the same time the HSE06 functional is computation-
ally more expensive. By comparing HSE06 with GGA+U one can determine if the
polaron formation in TiO2 is described suciently accurate by using GGA+U . The
results are analyzed in terms of local lattice distortions, charge distribution around
polarons and magnetic exchange interactions between the polarons.
3.2 Computational methods
For DFT calculations, a plane wave based pseudopotential code, VASP [55,56] was
used. The exchange correlation potential was approximated within the generalized
gradient approximation by the Perdew-Becke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [33] method and for
some calculations with PW91 [32].
For the GGA+U calculation, Dudarev approach was adopted following Deskins
et al.. [27] PBE and an eective value of the Coulomb parameter U (Ueff = U  
J =4.2 eV, J being intraatomic exchange parameter) were used. A value of Ueff
was xed since the dependence of the polaron formation on the value of U had
been already investigated by Deskins et al. [27] They have found that the values of
Ueff between 3.3 and 5.4 eV do not inuence the relative energies among possible
polaron sites, but only change the position of the polaron state within the band
gap.
For the hybrid functional calculations, the screened hybrid functional of Heyd,
Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE06) [34, 35], where correlation is described in GGA
(PBE) and the exchange is a mixture of 25% exact (HF) exchange and 75% PBE
exchange, was adopted. The HSE screening parameter was set to 0.2 A 1. The
advantage of this hybrid functional is that it is numerically feasible due to its mixing
of only the short-ranged interaction. Moreover the correlation is described correctly
in the limit of the homogeneous electron gas. The HSE06 has successfully been
tested on many materials' ground state properties including the band gap [53, 57].
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Especially, the HSE06 functional has been used by Janotti et al. [54] for studying
oxygen vacancy in bulk rutile TiO2, where they found the HSE06 functional to
improve the agreement between the calculated ground state properties and the
experimental results.
Due to the high computational cost of hybrid functionals in general, the supercell
size was restricted. The surface was modeled by a p(42) geometry with a slab
thickness of 4 layers separated by 10 A vacuum. This amounts to 128 oxygen and
64 titanium ions. The surface was modeled by a 6 layer slab with pseudo hydrogen
termination and 20 A vacuum, a 9 layer slab with two surfaces and 20 A vacuum,
and a 4 layer slab with 10 A vacuum. In terms of the qualitative description of
the ideal surface reconstruction, the lattice relaxation due to the oxygen vacancy,
the vacancy formation energy and the work function, the used slab models show
agreement between each other.
Lattice constants of a = 4.647 A and c = 2.983 A were determined by the calcu-
lations for bulk TiO2. For the surface calculations, the bottom layer was xed at
bulk positions and terminated by pseudohydrogen [38] atoms. The Brillouin zone
was sampled by a 221 Monkhorst-Pack grid unless stated otherwise. The plane
wave cut-o energy was 450 eV and the core-valence interaction was described by
the Projector Augmented Wave approach (PAW).
It was found that the relaxed polaron structure strongly depends on the initial
structure in agreement with earlier calculations. [23] According to need, following
three schemes to localize an electron at the targeted site were adopted. The starting
structure of those schemes was always the optimized surface structures by PW91.
In all schemes, one O atom was removed in the beginning of the simulations. Unless
otherwise stated, the calculations were performed in spin-polarized mode.
Scheme 1: First, two Ti sites were selected for an electron localization site. Then a Ti
atom was substituted by a V atom and let the surface relax. After that the
V site was recovered and the surface was relaxed again. This corresponds to
the procedure of Deskins et al..
Scheme 2: First, two Ti sites were selected and the distance to the neighboring oxygen
atoms were expanded by 5 %. Then the surface was relaxed. This is according
to Chretien et al..
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Figure 3.1 Charge density of the lowest unoccupied state of a defect free TiO2
(110) surface. Red circle: oxygen, blue circle: titanium.
Scheme 3: First, the surface was relaxed with a restriction of non-spin polarization.
Then the Scheme 2 was applied.
In order to investigate the triplet and singlet states, when needed, an extra restric-
tion which xed the total magnetic moment at either 0 or 2 B was applied. In all
cases, Hellman-Feynman forces were reduced till 0.05 eV/A.
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Table 3.1 Ionic displacement in [A] within the relaxed surface relative to the
ideal cleavage surface.
PW91 FLAPW PW91 PBE+U HSE06 SXRD LEED
(Ref. [61]) (Ref. [59]) (this work) (this work) (this work) (Ref. [62]) (Ref. [63])
Ti6c 0.21 0.08 0.21 0.37 0.1 0.120:05 0.250:03
Ti5c -0.21 -0.23 -0.18 0.03 -0.26 -0.160:05 -0.19 0:03
Obridge 0 -0.16 0.03 0.24 -0.1 -0.270:08 0.100:05
Oin plane 0.14 0.09 0.16 0.36 0.05 0.050:05 0.270:08
Tibelow Ti6c 0.13 0.07 0.16 0.24 0.07 0.070:04 0.140:05
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Ideal surface reconstruction
Ideal rutile TiO2 structure has an orthorhombic D2h symmetry, because not all 6
oxygen-titantium bonds are equal. [58] The (110) surface is the cleavage surface of
rutile TiO2. The surface is charge neutral and reconstructs in a (11) pattern. It
contains both Ti and O ions with two dierent coordinations: the outermost ions
are two-fold coordinated oxygen ions located in a bridge position (see Figure 3.1).
This oxygen row is called the bridging oxygen row. The bridging oxygen ions are
located on top of six-fold coordinated Ti ions. These Ti ions form a row, further
on called Ti6c row. The Ti6c ions are oriented such that the plane containing its
four oxygen neighbors is perpendicular to the surface along the Ti6c row. Between
two surface Ti6c rows lies a 5-fold coordinated Ti row, further on called Ti5c row.
The Ti5c row is oriented such that the plane containing its four oxygen neighbors
is parallel to the surface. The oxygen (Oin plane) in between Ti6c and Ti5c rows is
three-fold coordinated.
Electron counting [59, 60] gives that every surface Ti5c ion contributes 2=3 elec-
trons less to its bonds than its valency. This implies that every Ti5c ion is charged
with +2=3 electrons. At the same time the surface Ti6c ion is charged with  2=3
electrons. The charge transfer between Ti5c and Ti6c surface ions makes the (110)
surface charge neutral. The positive charge on the surface Ti5c ion increases the
ionicity of the Ti5c-O bonds due to which the surface Ti5c-Oin plane bond lengths
decrease by 0.6% . The opposite happens for the Ti6c-Oin plane bonds: the negative
charge on the surface Ti6c ions decreases the ionicity of the surface Ti6c-Oin plane
bonds due to which the bond lengths are increased by 2.6 % .
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The calculated lowest unoccupied state has a b2g character (dxz) for bulk TiO2 .
The lowest unoccupied state of the ideal rutile TiO2 (110) surface is located on the
Ti ions below the surface Ti5c rows (see Figure 3.1) and is a mixture of 90% dz2
and 10% dx2 y2 character in the global coordinate frame. The surface Ti5c states
are located about 0.15 eV (0.12 eV with PBE+U) higher up in energy. The work
function was calculated to be 7.9 (6.9) eV within HSE06 (PBE).
Comparing the ideal surface reconstruction patterns, a dierence between
PBE+U and HSE06 is found. Table 3.1 shows the displacement of the ions
relative to the positions of the ideal cleaved surface. The buckling of the surface
is reproduced independent of the exchange approximation used here. In PBE,
PBE+U and HSE06 give a buckling of 0.4 A comparing the positions of a Ti6c
and a Ti5c ion, which is in excellent agreement with experiments (see last columns
in Table 3.1). But with HSE06 the overall displacement of the ions is an inward
relaxation, whereas with PBE+U it is an outward displacement. This is best
reected considering the relaxation of the bridging oxygen ion: In PBE+U it moves
0.24 A out of the surface, in PBE it more or less stays in the surface, whereas in
HSE06 it moves into the surface. Unfortunately, the two experiments deviate in
the displacement of the bridging oxygen ion: with LEED it is measured to move
out of the surface whereas with SXRD it is measured to move into the surface.
Overall, the LEED results agree better with the PBE+U calculations whereas
the SXRD results agree better with the HSE06 results. In summary, with HSE06
(PBE+U) the bond between Ti6c and the bridging oxygen ion becomes stronger
(weaker) in agreement with the SXRD (LEED) results. Future experiments have
to clarify this issue.
3.3.2 Oxygen vacancy formation
The optimized lattice structure with an oxygen vacancy after the removal of one
bridging oxygen ion at the surface is shown in Figure 3.2. In the following, the
two Ti ions in the surface Ti6c row neighboring the vacancy is denoted as Ti6c*.
These ions are located in the Ti6c row but have become ve-fold coordinated due
to the vacancy formation. An oxygen vacancy in bulk TiO2 gives rise to an excess
of two electrons because the removal of one oxygen ion leaves 3 partially lled (with
2/3 electrons each) dangling bonds on its Ti neighbors. An oxygen vacancy in the
surface layer also gives rise to an excess of two electrons, because the removal of
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Figure 3.2 Charge density of the energetically lowest polaron state of a oxygen
vacancy containing TiO2 (110) surface. Isosurface level = 0.015 e/A
3. Red
circle: oxygen, blue circle: titanium.
a twofold coordinated oxygen ion leaves two partially occupied Ti dangling bonds
(with 1 electron each). Due to the missing oxygen ion, a local reconstruction of
the vacancy neighbors occurs. In the following, the relaxation patterns obtained by
HSE06 (PBE+U) are provided. The oxygen ion below the two Ti6c* ions moves up
by 2.2 (1.1) % and the Ti6c* ions move down by 2.6 (2.2) %. This gives rise to a
Ti-O-Ti bond angle of 126 (116) compared to 90 for an octahedral conguration.
The bond length between Ti6c* and the underlying oxygen ion (further on called
O164) is reduced by 2.1 % compared to the bulk value whereas the bond between
O164 and the underlying Ti ion (further on called Ti36) is increased by almost 22
(11) %.
Electron counting reveals that the surface can not remain semiconducting by only
rearranging the electrons on the Ti-O bonds. (It would leave partially occupied
dangling bonds on some Ti ions.) Instead the two excess electrons are localized
on two Ti ions (see next section), which preserves the semiconducting properties
of TiO2, because no partially occupied state arises. Since the surface is charge
neutral, an excess of two electrons implies that somewhere in the surface a charge
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of +2 exists. Again electron counting shows where the charge of +2 is located: One
Ti ion in the Ti5c row remains holding +2=3 electrons which now is not compensated
by a bridging oxygen due to the absence of one oxygen ion. The additional charge
of +4=3 electrons is located on the Ti6c* ions, on each Ti6c* ion a charge of +2=3.
3.3.3 Polaron formation
TiO2 is an ionic semiconductor. For ionic semiconductors the band gap increases
with increasing degree of ionicity and vice versa. The oxygen (titanium) sites are
charged with -2 electrons (+4 electrons), in short [O(-2);Ti(+4)]. The system can
gain energy by localizing the excess electrons on two equivalent Ti ions: Localizing
one electron on a Ti ion [O(-2);Ti(+3)] will locally lower the ionicity. This Ti ion
is attracted less by its oxygen neighbors. Its bond lengths and the volume of the
local octahedron centered on this Ti ion are increased. In addition, a lowering of
the ionicity is equivalent to a lowering of the energy eigenstates.
In the ideal rutile lattice the two excess electrons can only populate the conduction
band, because the valence band is completely occupied. The site projection of
the ideal structure's lowest unoccupied state is shown in Figure 3.1. The electron
localization is equivalent to a spatial symmetry breaking of this state, where this
state is shared now by only two Ti ions. This electron localization accompanied by
a local lattice distortion is termed a polaron.
The energetically most stable solution of the two polarons obtained by us is
in agreement with earlier calculations [27, 51]. The polaron is in the subsurface
layer below the Ti5c rows (see Figure 3.2). This conguration is called as 44-45 in
the following discussion. Comparing Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 one clearly sees the spatial
symmetry breaking. This explains why the polarons are located in the subsurface
layer. The polaron state is a a mixture of 84% dz2 and 16% dx2 y2 character
within HSE06 and 80% dz2 and 20% dx2 y2 character within PBE+U in the global
coordinate frame.
Figure 3.3 shows the calculated density of states of the (110) surface with one
oxygen vacancy. The vacancy is calculated to be accompanied by a polaron state
1.22 eV (1.50 eV with PBE+U) below the conduction band edge. The band gap at
the  -point is calculated to be 3.19 eV with HSE06 and 2.11 eV with PBE+U .
Figure 3.4 shows the charge density of the polaron state. Both PBE+U (right
gure) and HSE06 (left gure) give more or less the same spatial distribution of the
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Figure 3.3 Density of states of the oxygen vacancy. Solid (Red dashed) line is
for HSE06 (PBE+U) results. The conduction band edges in these two methods
have been aligned.
polarons. The polaron is 72 % located on the center Ti site and the remaining 28 %
is spread out on its oxygen and mainly titanium neighbors as is shown in Figure 3.4.
The polaron shape follows the symmetry of the on site d-orbital. It is thus more or
less contained within the plane containing the four neighboring oxygen ions. In the
direction of the Ti rows the polaron has a size of about 6 A and in the direction
perpendicular to the Ti row, it has a size of about 7 A. This is in good agreement
with recent electron transport measurements by Hendry et al. [64] where they tted
their results to the Feynman polaron model and obtained a polaron radius between
4 A and 8 A depending on their choice for the optical-phonon coupling constant.
The polaron formation gives rise to an increase in the bond length between the
Ti ion and its O neighbors by  0.1 A per bond, but only for the bonds in the
plane of the four oxygen ions around the polaron center ion. This anisotropy of the
polaron geometry reects the shape of the state with mixed dx2 y2/dz2 character in
the global coordinate frame (Figure 3.4) and explains the quasi planar shape of the
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Figure 3.4 Charge density of the polaron state. Isosurface level is 0.0013
e/A3. (top panel) side-view along [001] direction. Left (right) panel HSE06
(PBE+U). (bottom panel) side-view along [110] direction. Left (right) panel
HSE06 (PBE+U). Readers are referred to Figure 3.2 to identify the location
of oxygen vacancy.
polaron. The bond length in the perpendicular direction is not altered compared
to bulk. The volume of the octahedron connecting the nearest neighbors of the Ti
center ion is increased by 11 % within HSE06 and by the same amount in PBE+U
calculations due to the polaron formation.
In order to investigate the dierence between PBE+U and HSE06, the charge
density of the HSE06 polaron state minus the PBE+U polaron state is shown in
the bottom of Figure 3.5 (As the lattice relaxation is dierent between PBE+U
and HSE06, the charge density within PBE+U was recalculated using the HSE06
relaxed lattice positions. The charge density obtained in this way looked identical
to the right panel in Figure 3.4, i.e. no dierence is seen in the charge density using
the HSE06 or PBE+U lattice positions.). Within PBE+U the charge is calculated
to be larger close to the center Ti ion (white) and smaller on the Ti neighbors
(green). This indicates that PBE+U overestimates the electron localization.
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3.3.4 Polaron site
The nal sites of the polarons are strongly dependent on the initial volume expan-
sion. If the oxygen vacancy containing surface is calculated without initial local
volume distortions, a solution with two polarons, one residing in the subsurface
layer below the Ti6c* ion and one in the surface layer on Ti6c*, is found. In the
following this conguration is denoted as 38-52 (see Figure 3.6). It is 0.9 eV higher
in energy than the lowest energy conguration (see Table 3.2). (The polaron state
centered on the Ti6c* ion is 0.5 eV below the conduction band compared to 1.2 eV
for the subsurface polaron state.) In agreement with this calculation, Di Valentin
et al. [22] did not vary the initial polaron positions and only found two polarons in
the surface layer.
Providing an initial volume expansion (as referred to Scheme 2 above) around two
arbitrary Ti ions still does not lead to the energetically lowest polaron conguration.
Instead, both polarons are found in the subsurface layer, one below the Ti5c row
and the other below the oxygen vacancy. In the following, this conguration is
called 38-44 (see Figure 3.6) . It is 270 meV higher in energy (see Table 3.2) and
has two polaron peaks in the band gap. The spatial extension of the polaron is
identical to the 44-45 conguration shown in Figure 3.4 with the exception of the
orientation: The polaron lying below the oxygen vacancy has its charge distributed
mainly in a plane perpendicular to the polaron shape of conguration 44-45. This
polaron shape is mainly contained in a plane parallel to the surface, because the
central Ti ion has its four oxygen neighbors in a plane parallel to the surface (see
Figure 3.6). Since the state below the oxygen vacancy is not a part of the defect
free unoccupied state (see Figure 3.1) the 38-44 conguration has to be higher in
energy than 44-45 conguration. Also, it is found that a polaron in the third layer
below the surface is unstable. Only when either initially replacing two Ti ions with
V as proposed by Deskins et al. [27] (as referred to Scheme 1 above) or completely
relaxing the oxygen vacancy before allowing for polaron formation (as referred to
Scheme 3 above), the lowest polaron conguration 44-45 is found in agreement with
Deskins et al. [27] and Kowalski et al. [51]. This indicates that the energy barrier
of this 44-45 conguration is rather large. If the oxygen vacancy is not formed
in advance, enlarging the oxygen cage around the polaron centers of conguration
44-45 does not lead to the 44-45 conguration but always go back to the 38-44
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conguration.
Table 3.2 presents the relative energies of dierent polaron congurations calcu-
lated by dierent methods. One sees that the relative energy dierence calculated
by PBE+U or HSE06 gives more or less identical results. Only for the second row,
conguration 44-46, there is a dierence between Deskins et al. [27] and PBE+U
results in this work whereas PBE+U and HSE06 results are similar within this
work.
Conguration 44-46 consists of both polarons within the same Ti row in the
subsurface layer (see Figure 3.6). Both polarons are located below the same Ti5c
row and are neighboring each other. This polaron state is a a mixture of 77% dz2
and 23% dx2 y2 character within HSE06 and of 70% dz2 and 30% dx2 y2 character
within PBE+U in the global coordinate frame.We nd this conguration to be
0.28 eV higher in energy, whereas Deskins et al. found it only 0.06 eV higher. This
dierence possibly caused by the following reasons:
In one inset (see Figure 3.2 in Ref. [27]) Deskins et al. showed the spin density of
their polarons. As can be seen, one polaron has its extension in the plane of the four
neighboring oxygens (blue color), but the other polaron has its extension in a plane
perpendicular to the plane of the four oxygen neighbors. In the 44-46 conguration,
the two polarons are neighbors, which implies that their charge density is slightly
overlapping. (The polaron is mainly contained in the plane perpendicular to the
Ti5c row and to the surface.) In present calculations, the two polarons in the 44-46
conguration consists of identical orbitals, whereas in the calculations of Deskins et
al. [27], it seems that the two polarons consist of two orthogonal orbitals. Therefore
the spatial overlap of the two polarons in conguration 44-46 will cost more in
present calculation than in their calculation. The two polarons in conguration
44-46 having orthogonal states is in contradiction with both present calculations
and the interpretation of the polaron formation. Therefore it is suspected that this
dierence might be related to the dierent basis set (Gaussian) in their calculation.
This dierence is important because if Deskins et al. are correct about the 44-
46 conguration being energetically so close to the lowest 44-45 conguration, in
experiment both congurations should be seen. If present calculations are correct,
in experiment only conguration 44-45 should be seen. Further calculations and
experiments have to shed light on this question.
A polaron containing two electrons on the same site is found to be unstable.
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Figure 3.5 Polaron charge density dierence: HSE06-PBE+U . White indi-
cates 'negative' and green indicates 'positive'. Isosurface level is 0.0013 e/A3.
Readers are referred to Figure 3.2 to identify the location of oxygen vacancy.
Table 3.2 Polaron energy in (eV) for dierent polaron sites.
PBE+U DFT+U PBE+U PBE+U HSE06
(Ref. [30]) (Ref. [27]) (Ref. [51]) (this work) (this work)
44-45 0 0 0 0 0
44-46 0 0.06 - 0.28 0.28
38-44 0 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.27
38-52 0.3 0.96 - - 0.90
This is concluded from the fact that a solution with one ion being doubly occupied
is unfavorable in a calculation with a (21) unit cell where only one ion initially
was distorted. This indicates that the on site Coulomb repulsion between two d-
electrons is larger than the energy dierence between the singly occupied polaron
state and the conduction band edge, i.e. larger than 1.2 eV.
Kruger et al. [65] used resonant photoelectron diraction to probe defect states at
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Figure 3.6 Charge density of the polaron state for three dierent polaron
geometries as described in the text. Isosurface level is 0.015 e/A3.
the rutile TiO2 (110) surface. They conclude that a substantial part of the probed
defect charge is located on subsurface layers, with a maximum on the subsurface
Ti ion located below the Ti5c row. They nd negligible charge of the subsurface Ti
ion below the Ti6c row. The surface layer sites Ti6c* and Ti5c they nd to carry a
small, but non-negligible amount of charge. These experimental ndings rule out Di
Valentins [22] calculations but conrm our, Kowalskis [51], and Deskins [27] results,
because they only nd polarons on Ti ions located below the Ti5c row.
Yim et al. [45] employed STM and photoemission spectroscopy to investigate
the origin of the band-gap state on the rutile TiO2 (110) surface. They measure
the band-gap state to be located at about 0.9 eV below the conduction band edge
with a width on the order of about 0.5 eV and establish that the band-gap state
originates from bridging oxygen vacancies and not, as has been proposed [15], by Ti
interstitial defects. The location and width of the band-gap state is in agreement
with this calculations (see Figure 3.3).
In present calculations, both parallel and antiparallel spin congurations are
found out to be stable, whereas a nonmagnetic polaron conguration is unstable.
Table 3.3 shows the calculated energy dierences. Lowest in energy is the antipar-
allel spin conguration with a total moment of 0 B . A parallel spin-conguration
with a total moment of 2 B is found to be only 0.1 meV higher. The nonmagnetic
solution, where the two excess electrons are in the conduction band, is calculated
to be 1 eV higher than the lowest energy conguration. In contrast to Deskins et
al. [27], the polaron states in this work have the same symmetry independent of
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parallel or antiparallel spin congurations. The symmetry of the polaron state is
found to be governed entirely by the orientation of the plane containing the polaron
center and its four oxygen neighbors. This result is independent of using PBE+U
or HSE06.






In this work, a systematic comparison between PBE+U and HSE06 methods were
carried out to study the polaron formation due to an oxygen vacancy at the rutile
TiO2 (110) surface. A polaron state was found in the band gap, 1 eV below the
conduction band edge having an energy width of about 0.3 eV. The spatial extent
of each polaron is about (6.5  7) A along the basal plane of the Ti centered octa-
hedron. The two polarons are in a singlet state, but the triplet state is only about
0.1 meV higher in energy. Comparing PBE+U and HSE06, it was found that for the
(42) cell size PBE+U (U = 4.2 eV) and HSE06 give more or less identical relative
energies. There is a dierence in the relaxation pattern, but its contribution to the
energy dierences (relative energies) is negligible. The polaron geometry is identi-
cal for PBE+U and HSE06. The occurrence of subsurface polarons is explained in
terms of spatial symmetry breaking, where the defect free unoccupied lowest state
becomes localized on only two subsurface Ti sites.
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Chapter 4
Bipolaron formation near and far
from the oxygen vacancy
4.1 Introduction
TiO2 surfaces and interfaces have been widely studied for a wide variety of tech-
nological applications such as solar cells, [66] photocatalysts [67] or memristive
devices. [68] A reduced TiO2 (110) surface shows a Ti
3+ state in the band gap
about 1 eV below the conduction band edge. [69] This state is believed to have
an important role in modifying the rich functionalities of TiO2 surfaces. [70,71] Al-
though it is under discussion, [15] a general belief is that the surface bridging oxygen
vacancy (VO) is one of the main causes for the occurrence of a Ti
3+ state. [42] In
addition, the VO itself has a role in chemical reactions such as for example in
water-splitting. [72] On the theoretical side it is now well established that den-
sity functional theory (DFT) employing the standard local density approximation
or the generalized gradient approximation fails to predict the localized states of
oxygen vacancies in transition metal oxides such as for example CeO2, MoO3 and
V2O5. [19{21] On the other hand, Di Valentin et al. [22] have recently shown that
B3LYP calculations are capable to describe an VO. They calculate the two excess
electrons induced by the oxygen vacancy to become localized and forming a polaron
at two dierent Ti sites. Further, the formation of a polaron at a Ti site is equiva-
lent to the creation of a Ti3+ state. Di Valentin's study stimulated research on the
spatial relationship between the relative placement of an VO and the location of
the polarons. Recent hybrid functional and DFT+U calculations show that Ti3+
is more stable in the subsurface layer than in the surface. [27, 30] Resonant photo-
electron diraction experiments by Kruger et al. support this subsurface location
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of Ti3+. [73] Even for other transition metal oxides such as for example CeO2 the
spatial distribution of excess electrons induced by oxygen vacancies is an important
topic. [74] In summary, so far the energetics of polaronic positions close to the oxy-
gen vacancy has been studied. In this chapter however, an attempt is made to give
a complete picture of the spatial relationship between the polaronic sites and an
VO including the conditions for polaron formation. Specically, this chapter gives
answers to the following three questions:
1. Under which conditions are polarons formed?
2. Does an VO trap a single polaron?
3. Does a bipolaron form in close proximity of an VO?
The answer to these questions becomes crucial, e.g., for the dissociative reaction
of H2O or O2 at the bridging oxygen vacancy. [75] In that type of reaction, both
the Ti3+ and the VO play an important role. The understanding of such dissocia-
tive reactions thus requires the complete understanding of the spatial relationship
between the polaronic sites and an VO.
In order to answer these questions, rst principles DFT calculations were per-
formed using hybrid functionals. A bridging oxygen vacancy was calculated to
induce the formation of a bipolaron, or Ti3+-Ti3+ pair. The existence of a bipo-
laron has earlier been reported in connection with the metal-insulator transition of
the Magneli phase, Ti4O7. [76{80]
Figure 4.1 shows the neutral (110) surface with a bridging oxygen vacancy and
its schematic representation. The two polarons are present in the subsurface layer
5.80 A away from the center of the oxygen vacancy and 7.15 A apart from each
other. In previous chapter it has been shown that the polarons are most stable in
the subsurface layer close to the VO. The schematic representation summarizes the
particular characteristics of the VO, which are the number of localized electrons
and the calculated lattice distortion around the localized electron. In order to
analyze the interactions among VO and polarons, 10 congurations of the p(4 2)
surface unit cell were calculated as shown in Figure 4.2. Each conguration is
calculated within the supercell approximation. Total energy calculations of charged
defects in nite-size supercells include an unwanted defect-defect interaction. [81,82]
Many of the known correction schemes are either computationally too expensive
for the here performed HSE06 calculations or not generally reliable to minimize the
error. [81,82] On the other hand a cheap and reliable correction scheme is "potential
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realignment", [83] where the potential in the defect cell is aligned to that of bulk.
The calculated formation energies were corrected with the "potential realignment"
scheme by comparing the potential at a point furthest away from the defect with
the same point in a defect free supercell. The correction amounts to 34 meV. Both
the method and available supercomputers restrict the size of the here used supercell
to 192 atoms. In the following the remaining nite size errors are assumed to be
negligible and use each conguration to discuss properties of isolated defects at
the surface. The calculated congurations can be divided in 2 types; VO surface
(reconstructed surface with an oxygen vacancy) and ideal surface (reconstructed
surface without an oxygen vacancy). The VO (ideal) surface was used to discuss
the stability of polarons close to (innitely far away from) an VO. The number of
polarons was varied from 2 to 0 for both types of congurations by changing the
total number of electrons in the overall neutral supercell.
The neutral VO surface has two polarons (Figure 4.2a). When the VO surface
becomes +1 charged, it loses one of its polarons. It is emphasized that the loss of one
polaron does not cause the formation of new bonds (Figure 4.2c). The +2 charged
VO surface has no polaron (Figure 4.2e). Similarly, the number of polarons on the
ideal surface (Figure 4.2j) is varied. The  1 and  2 charged ideal surfaces have
one (Figure 4.2h) and two (Figure 4.2f) polarons respectively. For all congurations
the same lattice sites for the polarons were used. This lattice site has earlier been
calculated to be most stable for both the neutral VO surface [27] and for the  1
charged ideal [26] surface.
In order to estimate the energy contribution of the polaronic lattice distortion, 4
frozen congurations were calculated. A frozen conguration includes the polaronic
lattice distortion but excludes the electron localized at that site as shown in Fig-
ure 4.2b,d,g,i. The frozen VO surface with two (one) polaronic lattice distortions
(Figure 4.2b, (d)) corresponds to the +2 charged VO surface but with the geometry
of the neutral (+1 charged) VO surface. Similarly, the frozen ideal surface with
two (one) polaronic lattice distortions (Figure 4.2g, (i)) corresponds to the charge
neutral ideal surface but with the geometry of the  2 ( 1 ) charged ideal surface.






O2 + q("v + EF )  Eidealtot : (4.1)
Eideal;qform = E
ideal;q
tot + q("v + EF )  Eidealtot : (4.2)
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Figure 4.1 The calculated surface (left) and its schematic representation
(right). Dark circle (red): O, light circle (blue): Ti. The charge density of the
energetically lowest polaronic state is shown for the isosurface level = 0.005
e/A3 (Yellow). The gure on the right depicts the picture of an oxygen va-




form ) is the formation energy of the +q charged VO (ideal) surface. In
other words, Eideal;qform is the polaron formation energy of  q polarons forming under
the ideal surface. EVO;qtot (E
ideal;q
tot ) is the calculated total energy of the +q charged
VO (ideal) surface. E
ideal
tot is the calculated total energy of the neutral ideal surface.
O2 is the chemical potential of the oxygen reservoir. The value for the O-rich
limit was obtained from the total energy calculation of the ground state spin triplet
O2 molecule. For the Ti-rich limit, the total energy of bulk TiO2 minus the total
energy of bulk hcp Ti was used. "v is the valence band maximum of the ideal
surface at the   point. EF is the Fermi energy which is set to zero at "v. The shift
of the electrostatic potential [83] of an O decient surface was corrected. The shift
amounted to 34 meV.
4.2 Methods
The calculations were performed using a plane wave based pseudopotential code,
VASP. [55,56] The exchange-correlation potential was approximated within the gen-
eralized gradient approximation (GGA) by the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE). [33]
In order to overcome GGA's semilocal description, the screened hybrid functional
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Figure 4.2 Schematic images of calculated 10 congurations. (a) neutral VO
surface with two polarons; (b) +2 charged VO surface with a geometry taken
from (a); (c) +1 charged VO surface with one polaron; (d) +2 charged VO
surface with a geometry taken from (c); (e) +2 charged VO surface with no
polaron; (f)  2 charged ideal surface with two polarons; (g) neutral ideal sur-
face with a geometry taken from (f); (h)  1 charged ideal surface with one
polaron; (i) neutral ideal surface with a geometry taken from (h); (j) neutral
ideal surface with no polaron.
of Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE06), [34,35] where correlation is described in
GGA (PBE) and the exchange is a mixture of 25% exact (HF) exchange and 75%
PBE exchange, was employed. The HSE screening parameter was set to 0.2 A 1.
The HSE06 functional has been successfully applied for studying oxygen vacancies
in bulk rutile TiO2 by Janotti et al., [54] where they found the HSE06 functional
to improve the agreement between the calculated ground state properties and the
experimental results. The surface was modeled by a p(4 2) geometry with a slab
thickness of 4 layers separated by 10 A vacuum. This amounts to 128 O and 64 Ti
ions. The bottom layer was xed at bulk positions and terminated by pseudohy-
drogen [38]atoms. The (1 1) surface reconstruction of the (110) surface of TiO2,
throughout this text termed ideal surface, was calculated to be lowest in energy. [43]
The plane wave cut-o energy was 450 eV and the core-valence interaction was de-
scribed by the projector augmented wave approach (PAW). The Brillouin zone was
sampled by   point. It was checked that calculations with more k points yield
similar results as the   point calculations. Lattice parameters of a = 4:60A and
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Figure 4.3 Formation energies of the oxygen vacancy (denoted as VO) and
the ideal surface (denoted as Ideal) for dierent charge states as a function of
the electron chemical potential for O-rich (left) and Ti rich (right) conditions.
The formation energies are shown with respect to the one for the neutral ideal
surface. The electron chemical potential at the valence band edge is set to be
zero.
c = 2:95A were determined by tting the calculated energy-volume curve to the
Birch-Murnaghan 3rd order equation of state. [84] Hellmann-Feynman forces were
reduced below 0.02 eV/A.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Formation energy
Figure 4.3 shows the defect formation energies as dened in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) for
both O-rich conditions (left panel) and Ti-rich conditions (right panel). For O-rich
conditions the +2 charged VO surface (Figure 4.2e) is calculated to be lowest in
energy for Fermi energies below 1.33 eV. For Fermi energies between 1.33 eV and
2.85 eV the ideal surface (Figure 4.2j) is calculated to be lowest in energy. For Fermi
energies between 2.85 eV and 3.08 eV the  1 charged ideal surface (Figure 4.2h) is
calculated to be lowest in energy. Finally, for Fermi energies larger than 3.08 eV the
 2 charged ideal surface (Figure 4.2f) is calculated to be lowest in energy. On the
other hand, for Ti-rich conditions, the VO surface is always lower in energy than
the ideal surface independent of Fermi energy or charge state. For Fermi energies
below 2.46 eV the +2 charged VO surface (Figure 4.2e) is calculated to be lowest
in energy. In other words, if there are other defects in the sample that provide an
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Table 4.1 Polaron-polaron interaction and its lattice contribution. Figure 4.2
is referred to denote the congurations in the table. The specic subsystems






(See Figure 4.2) Description
E1 236
(a)+(e) 2(c)
+  ( + )
Polaron-polaron interaction
energy close to VO
Elatt1 32
(b)+(e) 2(d)
+  ( + ) Lattice contribution on E1
E2 229
(f)+(j) 2(h)
+  ( + )
Polaron-polaron interaction energy
innitely far away from VO
Elatt2 45
(g)+(j) 2(i)
+  ( + ) Lattice contribution on E2
electron reservoir with a Fermi energy below 2.46 eV, no polaron will form close to
an VO. For Fermi energies between 2.46 eV and 2.70 eV the +1 charged VO surface
(Figure 4.2c) is calculated to be lowest in energy. Only for Ti-rich conditions and
for Fermi energies larger than 2.70 eV the neutral VO surface with two polarons
(Figure 4.2a) is calculated to be lowest in energy.
From the above analysis, question 1 can be answered as following: Under O-rich
conditions no polaron exists for Fermi energies below 2.85 eV. Only then a polaron
becomes stable at the ideal surface. Under O-rich conditions an VO surface is thus
never accompanied by any polarons. On the other hand, under Ti-rich conditions
no polaron exists for Fermi energies below 2.46 eV. For higher Fermi energies, an
VO surface will under Ti-rich conditions always be accompanied by a polaron.
4.3.2 Analysis of interactions
In this subsection, the interactions among an VO and polarons are analyzed by
comparing systems, which have the same number of electrons. The system con-
sists of two or three subsystems chosen from 10 congurations shown in Figure 4.2.
For polaron-polaron and VO-polaron interactions, two subsystems are picked and
they are considered as one system. Then another two subsystems are chosen and
a dierent system is made so that it has the same number of electrons to have
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Table 4.2 VO-polaron interaction and its lattice contribution. The congura-





(See Figure 4.2) Description
E3 427
(h)+ (e) ((j)+(c))
+  ( + ) VO-polaron interaction energy
Elatt3  15
(i) + (e)  ((j)+(d))
+  ( + ) Lattice contribution on E3
a direct comparison with the previous one. Table 4.1 shows the polaron-polaron
interaction energy for positions close to VO and innitely far away from VO. In
E1 two congurations are compared: (i) with VO and two polarons (Figure 4.2a)
where the polaron-polaron distance is 7 A (ii) VO and one polaron (Figure 4.2c)
corresponding to an innite separation between two polarons (for details, see Ta-
ble 4.1). The energy dierence is 236 meV. It means that polarons repel each other
by this amount. It is natural to decompose the polaron-polaron interaction energy
(E1) into two parts, an electrostatic contribution and a lattice distortion contri-
bution. The lattice distortion contribution, Elatt1 , is calculated in the same way
as is done for E1, but the corresponding frozen congurations (Table 4.1) is used.
For example, instead of using the conguration with two polarons close to an VO
(Figure 4.2(a)), the corresponding frozen conguration (Figure 4.2(b)), where no
polarons are included but the lattice distortion due to the polaron formation is still
present, is used. Elatt1 is calculated to be 32 meV (14% of E1).
Correspondingly, the polaron-polaron interaction energy (E2) is calculated for
polarons being innitely far away from an VO. E2 is calculated to be 229 meV, which
is more or less identical to E1. The corresponding lattice distortion contribution
Elatt2 is calculated to be 45 meV ( 20% of E2). It is concluded that polarons are
repulsive regardless whether they are close to an VO or innitely far away from
it. The repulsive polaron-polaron interaction is more or less independent on the
polaron-VO distance and is about 230 meV. The lattice distortion contribution
is less than one fth of the total polaron-polaron interaction, suggesting that the
main contribution comes from the electrostatic repulsion between the two localized
electrons.
Next, the VO-polaron interaction energy, E3, which is shown in Table 4.2 is
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Table 4.3 VO-two polaron interaction. Same convention as in Table 4.1 has









2 polarons near VO
E5 192
(c)+ (h) + (j)
+ +
1 polaron near VO,
1 polaron far away
E6 848
(e) + (f) + (j)
+ +




2 polarons, innitely separated
and far away from VO
discussed. On one hand, the conguration of one polaron sitting innitely far away
from an VO is added with the conguration of a +2 charged VO (no polarons).
On the other hand, the conguration of the neutral ideal surface is added with the
conguration of one polaron sitting close to an VO (see Table 4.2). The dierence
between these two sums ( E3) measures the VO-polaron interaction energy. Note,
that the two sums again contain the same number of electrons. E3 is calculated to
be 427 meV, which implies that an VO attracts a polaron. The rutile (110) TiO2
surface gains 427 meV if the distance between a polaron and an VO changes from
innity to 7 A. Again the corresponding frozen congurations (see Figure 4.2) are
used to calculate the lattice contribution Elatt3 of the VO-polaron interaction energy.
Elatt3 is calculated to be  15 meV ( 4% of E3). The negative value implies that the
lattice distortion around an VO slightly prevents the polaronic lattice distortion.
In summary, from the above analysis of the polaron-polaron interaction and the
VO-polaron interaction, it is concluded that an VO attracts a polaron by 427 meV
and its main driving force is of electrostatic nature. The lattice contribution is
negligible. Therefore it can be stated that an VO traps a polaron, which provides
the answer to question 2 posed above.
Finally, the three-body interaction of two polarons and an VO is discussed. For
this analysis the energy sums of three congurations as shown in Table 4.3 are
compared. This guarantees that the conguration sums always contain one VO and
two polarons:
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(i) The energy sum E4 consists of the neutral VO surface (Figure 4.2a) plus two
neutral ideal surfaces (Figure 4.2j). Here both polarons are close to the VO.
(ii) The energy sum E5 consists of the +1 charged VO surface (Figure 4.2c) plus
the  1 charged ideal surface (Figure 4.2h) plus the ideal surface (Figure 4.2j). Here
only one polaron is close to the VO and the other polaron is innitely far away from
both the other polaron and the VO.
(iii) The energy sum E6 consists of the +2 charged VO surface (Figure 4.2e) plus
the 2 charged ideal surface (Figure 4.2f) plus the neutral ideal surface (Figure 4.2j).
Here both polarons are innitely far away from the VO, but the two polarons are
close together.
(iv) The energy sum E7 consists of the +2 charged VO surface (Figure 4.2e) plus
two  1 charged ideal surfaces (Figure 4.2h). Here both polarons are innitely far
away from both the VO and each other.
Table 4.3 gives the calculated energy sums relative to E4, which had the lowest
value. The energy sums shown in Table 4.3 clearly reect the fact that two polarons
repel each other and the Vo attracts polarons. Several conclusions can be made. (a)
If one polaron moves from innitely far away close to an VO (going from E7 to E5),
the system gains an energy of 427 meV. This implies that an VO attracts a polaron
with an energy of 427 meV. (b) If one polaron moves from innitely far away close
to another polaron, but still both of them being innitely far away from an VO,
(going from E7 to E6), it costs 229 meV. This implies that the two polarons repeal
each other with an energy of 229 meV, which is identical to the earlier analysis
of the polaron-polaron interaction (see Table 4.1). (c) If one polaron from being
close to the other polaron moves to become close to an VO instead, (going from E6
to E5), the system gains 656 meV. This energy gain consists of on one hand the
VO-polaron attraction energy of 427 meV and on the other hand the loss of the
polaron-polaron repulsion energy of 229 meV (427+ 229 = 656). (d) If one polaron
from being innitely far away from both polaron and VO moves close to both a
polaron and an VO, (going from E5 to E4), the system gains 192 meV. This implies
that an VO with one close polaron still attracts another polaron with an energy of
192 meV. Again this energy gain can be analyzed in the following way: The VO
attracts the second polaron with an energy of 427 meV (even if there already is
a close rst polaron) but the close rst polaron repels the second polaron with an
energy of 236 meV (427  236 = 191). (e) If two close polarons innitely far away
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Table 4.4 Lattice distortion contribution to VO-two polaron interaction. Same
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2 polaronic distortions, innitely
separated and far away from VO
from an VO both move close to the VO, (going from E6 to E4), the system gains
848 meV. This implies that an VO attracts a pair of polarons, a bipolaron, with an
energy of 848 meV.
Table 4.4 shows the lattice distortion contribution. All are negative meaning that
the lattice distortion around VO is the least favorable. In terms of lattice distortion,
polaron prefers to be apart from both VO and another polaron. However, the
contribution of lattice distortion is much smaller compared to the values presented
in Table 4.3, indicating that the electrostatic contribution plays the major role. It
is concluded that the positively charged oxygen vacancy attracts the two polarons.
Therefore, an oxygen vacancy on the TiO2 (110) rutile surface is expected to be
accompanied by two polarons, i.e. a bipolaron. The bipolaron solution is about
190 meV lower than having only a single polaron close to the vacancy and a second
polaron far away from the vacancy. Therefore, it can be concluded that the oxygen
vacancy is dressed by a bipolaron.
4.3.3 The stability of a negatively charged VO
In the following the question if an VO traps more than two polarons is addressed.
Although the conguration of an VO surrounded by more than two polarons was
not calculated, an attempt is made to estimate the stability of a negatively charged
VO. There are four symmetry equivalent positions for the energetically most sta-
ble polaron below an VO (see Figure 4.4). Therefore one can naturally extend the
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Figure 4.4 Top-view of neutral VO surface. Here, only 2nd layer is shown.
Stable position of polarons and its symmetrically equivalent position are in-
dicated by solid black circle. Two of them are already occupied by polaronic
states (yellow). Isosurface level = 0.01 e/A3. The dotted black circle shows
the location of VO.
discussion in the previous subsection to the  1 and  2 charged VO. The four sym-
metry equivalent positions form a rectangle. Two of them are diagonally occupied
under neutral VO as shown in Figure 4.4.
First, the case of a  1 charged VO, which has three polarons, is considered. Let
us consider the conguration in which the three polarons are both innitely far
away from an VO and from each other, which is presented in Figure 4.5(i). This
is the lowest-energy conguration while avoiding polaron formation close to a VO,
because polarons simply repel each other when they come close. One can gain
energy of about 430 meV by moving one polaron close to an VO (Figure 4.5 (i) to
(ii)). In the same way, one can gain 430 meV by moving a second polaron close to
the VO, but this time the system has to pay about 230 meV due to the polaron-
polaron repulsion. Therefore the net energy gain is about 200 meV (Figure 4.5 (ii)
to (iii)). On moving a third polaron close to the VO the system gains once again
430 meV. However, since there are already two polarons around the VO, the system
has to pay about 460 meV. It makes the conguration of three polarons close to
an VO less favorable than the conguration with only two polarons at an VO by
30 meV (Figure 4.5 (iii) to (iv)). As shown in previous chapter, the polaron-polaron
repulsion becomes higher by few hundreds meV for two polarons sitting close along
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Figure 4.5 The conceptual image of a formation of three-polaron under VO. (i)
Three polarons are innitely far away from VO. (ii) One polaron is under VO,
two are innitely far away. (iii) Two polarons are under VO, one is innitely
far away. (iv) Three polarons are under VO. For a denition of the schematic
images, see Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2.
the [001] direction (see Figure 4.4). Choosing more than three positions out of four
rectangular corners leads to a formation of this high-energy conguration. Indeed,
the additional PBE+U (U =4.2eV) calculation conrms that the three polaron
structure has an energy loss of 304 meV (Figure 4.5 (iii) to (iv)). It is an order of
magnitude greater than the estimated value of 30 meV.
Second, the case of a  2 charged VO, is considered. The  2 charged VO is created
by adding one more polaron to the  1 charged VO conguration. The repulsion
between polarons amounts to about 230 meV for a polaron-polaron distance as
shown in Figure 4.4. This addition of a polaron helps to gain 430 meV (VO - polaron
attraction) but also costs about 690 meV (three times polaron - polaron repulsion),
leading to a net energy cost of at least 260 meV. Therefore, it is concluded that a
negatively charged VO is not favorable, making a bipolaron the most stable polaron
structure close to an VO residing at the surface of rutile (110) TiO2. Hence, as an
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answer to question 3, it is stated that a bipolaron forms in close proximity of an
VO.
4.4 Summary
The density functional theory was employed in conjunction with a screened hy-
brid functional to study some important aspects of the polaron formation in the
presence of an oxygen vacancy at the rutile TiO2(110) surface. From the detailed
calculations it was concluded that a bipolaron is stable only in close proximity of
an oxygen vacancy. The energy contribution of lattice deformations is negligible
compared to the electrostatic interaction. The calculated formation energies reveal
that under O-rich conditions a bipolaron is unstable and single polarons start to
form "spontaneously" at the ideal surface for Fermi energies above 2.85 eV. For
Ti-rich conditions a bipolaron becomes stable for Fermi energies above 2.7 eV.
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Chapter 5
Comparison with the lled state
STM
5.1 Introduction
Rutile TiO2 (110) is researched as a prototypical surface of catalytically and photo-
electrochemically active metal oxides. The surface consists of alternating ve-fold
coordinated Ti (Ti5c) rows and bridging oxygen rows having six-fold coordinated Ti
(Ti6c) rows beneath them. To study the role of surface defects for surface reactivity,
reduced surfaces are intensively studied. The reduced surface is produced by cycles
of ion sputtering and vacuum annealing, which create surface bridging oxygen va-
cancies (VO) and Ti interstitials. Surface reactivity is usually associated to VO as
well as Ti 3d states in band gap. The gap states are observed about 1 eV below
the Fermi level in electron energy loss spectroscopies (EELS) and photoelectron
spectroscopies (PES). [10,85{87] However, sources of these gap states and a spatial
distribution including a degree of localization are not fully understood. While VO
is considered as a main source of these states [45,86,88,89] supporting the so-called
\oxygen-vacancy model" proposed by Henrich et al., [10] there are reports in which
subsurface Ti interstitials are claimed to be responsible for the gap states. [15{18]
Regarding the spatial distribution of Ti 3d states, Henderson et al. proposed that
those states are delocalized to some extent at the surface to explain a saturation
coverage of chemisorbed O2, assuming that a VO is charge neutral. [86] The de-
localized view was also adopted to account for the occurrence of a dissociation of
a O2 molecule at Ti5c row, [90] as well as STM image [2]. On the other hand,
recently it has been recognized that localized Ti 3d states are responsible for the
gap states [22], and their spatial distribution is mainly in subsurface. [27, 30] This
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view is supported by recent resonant photoelectron diraction experiment. [73]
Filled state STM is a promising tool to resolve these questions. By applying
negative bias voltage, gap states are directly imaged. There are several atomic-
scale images available in literatures, [2,24,25] bias voltage varying from -2 to -1 V,
following earlier attempts. [12,13] However, in contrast to empty state image which
has an established interpretation, [11] there is no agreement in the interpretation
of the lled state STM image. While Minato et al. reported that VO-induced Ti
3d states are delocalized on the rst layer, [2] Papageorgiou et al. concluded that
they are delocalized at rst to third layer and only -2 charged VO can reproduce
STM image. [24] On top of that, very recently Setvin et al. interpreted them as a
weighted average of Ti 3d states localized at 1st and 2nd layer. [25]
Their interpretations are based on the density functional theory (DFT) calcu-
lation, and these discrepancies reect the dierences in their calculation results.
Although Ti 3d states appear by either introducing donor defects such as oxygen
vacancies or adding extra electrons to a defect-free structure, treating them prop-
erly is not so straight-forward. Depending on exchange-correlation functional, initial
structure in lattice relaxation and surface cell size, a calculation gives a dierent
result. Consequently, a proper way was not known until very recently. To prop-
erly describe gap states within DFT, a self-interaction error in exchange-correlation
functional should be corrected. This was rst recognized in 2006 by adopting hy-
brid functional [22] and then by DFT+U. [23] A Ti 3d state localized at a Ti site
expands Ti-O bonds around forming a Ti3+, or a polaron. There are many local
minima in lattice structures associated with a Ti3+. In other words, depending on
the initial structure, Ti3+ can be stabilized at almost any Ti sites in the surface.
This was rst thoroughly investigated in 2011 by systematic DFT+U study. [27,30]
These studies showed that among all sites, 2nd-layer below Ti5c row (Ti5c-2nd) is
the most stable site. [27] Each Ti3+ has a nite density at neighboring Ti sites.
In the case of the most stable structure, Ti3+ at Ti5c-2nd site, a Ti
3+ covers three
Ti5c-2nd sites, 70 % at the center and 15 % at neighbors as shown in Chapter 3.
They behave almost independently unless they overlap, which result in an increase
in total energy as shown in Chapter 3. This becomes important especially when
one deals with multiple Ti3+ in one cell.
In this section, all these ndings are incorporated into the interpretation of lled
state STM, and demonstrate that reported STM images can be consistently in-
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terpreted by careful DFT calculations with screened hybrid functionals as well as
suciently large calculation cells. First, a typical image taken at 78 K [2] is repro-
duced and explained. A key feature is a bright blob in Ti5c row which is interpreted
as a Ti3+ at Ti5c-2nd site. Then, from total energy comparisons between localized
and delocalized states in a defect-free surface, it is suggested that having an eec-
tively occupied Ti5c-2nd sites is a prerequisite for Fermi energy being at conduction
band edge. Based on these understandings, images of a more reduced surface at
78 K [25] and 5 K [24] are interpreted and explained. Finally, the temperature
dependency of VO reactivity is proposed to be behind a seemingly contradicting
reports about an O2 saturation coverage. [16,18,86,91]
5.2 Computational details
The calculations were performed using a DFT code, VASP. [55, 56] The exchange-
correlation potential was approximated within the generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA) by the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE). [33] In order to overcome
GGA's semilocal description, screened hybrid functional (HSE06), [34, 35] where
correlation is described in GGA (PBE) and the exchange is a mixture of 25 % ex-
act (HF) exchange and 75 % PBE exchange was employed. The HSE screening
parameter was set to 0.2 A 1. The surface was modeled by a p(6  2) geome-
try with a slab thickness of 4 layers separated by 10 A vacuum. This amounts to
192 O and 96 Ti ions. When needed, 4-layer p(4  2) or 5-layer p(3  2) surface
were also used. The bottom layer was xed at bulk positions and terminated by
pseudohydrogen [38]atoms. Positions of Ti3+ were controlled by initial structure
of the relaxation as described in previous section. The charge state of VO was
controlled by varying number of total valence electrons in the system. Charge was
compensated by a neutralizing uniform background charge. The plane wave cut-o
energy was 450 eV and the core-valence interaction was described by the projec-
tor augmented wave approach (PAW). The Brillouin zone was sampled by   point.
Lattice parameters of a = 4:60A and c = 2:95A were used. During relaxation,
Hellmann-Feynman forces were reduced below 0.02 eV/A. STM images are drawn
by Hamann-Terso approach. [92,93]
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Figure 5.1 (a)-(d)Charge density (top) and corresponding lled state STM
(bottom).Neutral VO with (a) two Ti5c-2nd (b) Ti6c-2nd and Ti5c-2nd (c) Ti5c-1st
and Ti5c-2nd (d) Ti6c-1st and Ti6c-2nd. Isosurface level = 0.005 e/A
3. Only
gap-states are imaged in STM. A tip distance is about 3 Afrom the surface.
(e) corresponding density of states. Total energies of each congurations are
found at Table. 5.1 Visualisations were made using VESTA. [3]
Table 5.1 Ti3+ positions in neutral VO p(42) 4-layer cell and its total energy.
Position of Ti3+ Energy (eV)
Ti5c 2nd - Ti5c 2nd 0
Ti5c 2nd - Ti6c 2nd 0.25
Ti5c 1st - Ti5c 2nd 0.25
Ti6c 1st - Ti6c 2nd 1.05
5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Ti3+ defects at Ti5c-2nd
Ti 3d state can localize at almost any Ti sites in the surface. In this section, it
is shown that Ti 3d state at Ti5c-2nd site can only explain the common features of
lled state STM. To do that, the positions of Ti3+ defects in the slab was varied and
STM images for each congurations are produced. Due to a computational cost, a
4-layer p(42) surface slab with one neutral VO was adopted. Four stable Ti sites
in the cell, Ti5c-1st, Ti5c-2nd, Ti6c-1st and Ti6c-2nd were chosen for the localization
sites. Since a Ti 3d state is localized one and a p(42) surface is big enough to
avoid signicant overlap with Ti3+ itself, the conclusion made here is valid even in
a larger cell. Ti5c-1st and Ti6c-1st indicate a ve-fold coordinated Ti and six-fold
coordinated Ti at 1st layer respectively. Ti5c-2nd and Ti6c-2nd denote Ti site below
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Ti5c-1st and Ti6c-2nd, respectively. Out of that, four possible congurations of Ti
3+
localization as show in Figure 5.1a-d were calculated. On top panel the STM image
of corresponding charge density is shown. Interestingly, congurations other than
Figure 5.1a (Ti5c-2nd - Ti5c-2nd) has bright feature on Ti6c row which does not agree
with experiments.
Calculated electronic density of states are shown in Figure 5.1e. It is seen that
Ti3+ at dierent positions lead to gap state with dierent positions in DOS. In
other words, they can be distinguished from each other by peak positions in DOS.
This can be hold in the binding energy of this state, which is observed in XPS, UPS
and EELS. In those experiments the gap state has a binding energy of about 1 eV.
This corresponds to 5c-2nd which is the furthest away from conduction band edge,
being about 1 eV below.
In Table 5.1, the relative total energy of these systems is shown. It is clear that
two 5c-2nd is the most stable conguration. Based on the STM, DOS and the
stability of the Ti3+ above, it is concluded that Ti3+ defects only at Ti5c-2nd are
responsible for the lled state STM image.
5.3.2 A typical STM image at 78 K
A lled state image taken at 78 K with a bias voltage of -1.1 V was reported by
Minato et al. [2] as presented in Figure 5.2(a). In the image, Ti5c row appear bright
and Ti6c row appear dark. This is in fact a common feature shared by all recent
lled state images. [2, 24, 25] They reported a four-blob structure around a VO as
a typical structure. Four bright blobs are diagonally located on Ti5c row adjacent
to VO forming a rectangle centered at VO. Each blob has an extension to (001)
direction having the brightest feature on second and third nearest Ti sites to VO
in the row. The VO coverage was estimated to be about 6 %ML (monolayer) from
their empty state image, where 1 ML is dened as the density of (11) unit cells,
5.21014 cm 2. The features are reproduced very well by the calculation as shown
in Figure 5.2(b). An -2 charged VO in p(62) surface cell was calculated. One VO
in p(62) cell corresponds to a VO coverage of 8.3 %ML, which is close enough
to the experiment. Since one VO introduces two excess electrons, this system has
four excess electrons per VO in total. These electrons are localized at Ti5c-2nd sites
appearing as band gap states 1 eV below the conduction band edge (CB-edge) in
density of states (DOS) as shown in Figure 5.3(a). They form four polaronic Ti 3d








Figure 5.2 Filled state STM images of reduced TiO2 (110). (a) Image reported
by Minato et al. [2] Arrows indicate a position of Ti5c species. (b) This work.
In the calculation, band gap states appeared at about 1 eV below CB-edge
in the density of states (Figure 5.3(a)) are imaged, and a tip-sample distance
is about 3 A. Red sphere: Ti, blue sphere:O. Visualisations were made using
VESTA. [3] (a) Reprinted with permission from ref 2. Copyright 2009, AIP
Publishing LLC.
states as can be seen in the charge density of these states shown in Figure 5.3(b).
In Figure 5.3(c), a side-view of the charge density of one Ti5c row is shown. From
this gure it is evident that two tails of each Ti3+ contribute to one blob in the
STM image. In Figure 5.3(d) a top-view of the charge density with 2nd-layer
atoms is shown. It is clear that each Ti3+ occupy three Ti5c-2nd sites and the sites
are eectively fully occupied in this conguration. A possibility of having Ti3+
at dierent Ti sites were excluded in separate calculations with a 4-layer p(42)
cell as shown in previous section. When Ti3+ is at Ti sites in 1st or 2nd layer
other than Ti5c-2nd, it produces bright features in Ti6c row which is not observed
in experiments. Also, the total energy of those congurations is at least 0.25 eV
higher than the most stable case. This is in accord with previous works. [27, 30]
Up to this point, it has been shown that a bright blob around a VO can be
interpreted by a Ti3+ at Ti5c-2nd. Ti
3+ are not expected to hop to Ti sites other than
Ti5c-2nd at low temperature due to rather high total energy dierences as discussed
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Figure 5.3 Electronic structure of -2 charged VO in a 4-layer p(62) surface.
(a) density of states and (b) charge density of band gap states. (c) Side-
view of a one Ti5c row and (d) top-view of 2nd-layer of the charge density.
Only the gap states about 1 eV below CB-edge are imaged. Fermi level is
aligned at conduction band edge. Red sphere: Ti, blue sphere:O. Isosurface
level = 0:0014 e/A3.
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Table 5.2 Ti3+ positions in Ti5c-2nd in neutral VO p(42) 4-layer cell and its
total energy. Another Ti3+ is localized at position 2 in another Ti5c row
Position of Ti3+
in Ti5c-2nd




1 7.2 7.1 3
2 5.9 6.5 10
3 5.9 7.1 6
4 7.2 8.8 0
above. However, whether the image is a weighted average of moving polarons along
a Ti5c-2nd row or immobile polarons at Ti5c-2nd sites remains unclear. In former
case a probability of nding a Ti3+ at a certain Ti5c-2nd site within a scanning time,
which is reported to be about 100 nm/s [94], is high due to a particular potential
structure, and in the latter case a Ti3+ does not hop to other Ti5c-2nd sites within
the scanning time for some reasons.
The former case is excluded by a set of calculations of 4-layer p(42) surface with
a neutral VO in which the position of a Ti
3+ is varied within Ti5c-2nd row. This
surface is adopted because p(42) surface has eight Ti5c-2nd sites which is suciently
large to accommodate two Ti3+ arose from a VO while avoiding a self-overlap of a
Ti3+ which results in an unnecessary energy increase. The charge density of band
gap states and its top-view of the 2nd-layer are shown in Figure 5.4(a) and 5.4(b),
respectively. Calculated sites for Ti3+ localization in a Ti5c-2nd row are presented in
Figure 5.4, numbered from 1 to 4. They are all dierent sites having various distance
from VO or another Ti
3+ localized at another Ti5c-2nd row as shown in Table 5.2.
The relative total energy of these congurations is shown in the table. Clearly, they
are almost the same in energy. Although energy barriers were not calculated in
this work, the hopping is reported to be easy in (001) direction in rst principles
MD. [25, 51] These results suggest that there is no particular potential structure
around a VO in Ti5c-2nd row which traps Ti
3+ at a certain position. Thus, it is
concluded that the latter is the case; Ti3+ are immobile at 78 K for some reasons.
Probably, it is because the Ti5c-2nd row is eectively fully occupied by Ti
3+ and
they are hard to move. As discussed below, this \eectively fully occupied Ti5c-2nd
sites" can be a prerequisite to form shallow donor states.















Figure 5.4 Charge density of the Ti3+ at Ti5c-2nd sites in a 4-layer p(42)
surface with a neutral VO. (a) whole view and (b) top-view of the 2nd-layer.
Numbers denote localization sites of Ti3+ studied. Site dependence of relative
total energies is found in Table 5.2. Isosurface level = 0:0014 e/A3.
5.3.3 Formation of shallow donor states
Reduced rutile TiO2 has both shallow donor states just below CB-edge and band
gap states about 1 eV below CB-edge observed in PES [10] and transport properties
studies, [95] and this fact is a basis of STM interpretations. [2, 11, 25] Those states
are formed by excess electrons introduced by oxygen deciency. In calculations, the
eect of excess electrons can be incorporated by either introducing donor defects
such as oxygen vacancies and Ti interstitials from, or adding extra electrons to a
defect-free structure. [26,31]. In hybrid DFT, however, excess electrons are trapped
by localized gap states which are more stable, and a condition under which shallow
donor states are formed is not known in general.There is an attempt by Janotti et
al. to account for the coexistence of the localized gap states and the delocalized
shallow donor states in hybrid DFT calculations. [31] By studying a 216-atom bulk
supercell with one extra electron, they showed that both states can be stabilized,
the gap states being lower in energy. It was also shown that there is an energy
barrier between those states which prevents electrons in shallow donor states fall
into the gap states which are more stable at low temperature. The energy bar-
rier was determined by a set of self-consistent total energy calculations of various
lattice congurations which are interpolated between the localized and delocalized
electron structure. Inspired by their work, the same approach is taken to obtain a
crude understanding of the nature of excess electrons, under which conditions the
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coexistence of localized and delocalized states becomes possible, in a surface region.
A stability of the localized gap states and delocalaized states of an extra electron
is studied in a 5-layer p(32) defect-free surface. The role of the \eectively fully
occupied Ti5c-2nd sites" in this respect is of a particular interest since this might
be observed in the typical STM image as discussed above. To investigate that, two
systems are studied. One is a neutral surface with an extra electron, and the other
is a surface with three extra electrons, two of them being localized at Ti5c-2nd sites
which corresponds to the case of the \eectively fully occupied Ti5c-2nd sites".
For the one-extra-electron case, the extra electron localized at Ti5c-2nd site cor-
responds to the localized case as shown in Figure 5.5(a). The delocalized structure
was obtained by adding an electron to a defect-free relaxed surface while keeping the
lattice structure, which is presented in Figure 5.5(b). For the three-extra-electron
case, the localized structure has Ti5c-2nd sites eectively fully occupied by two elec-
trons and another electron is localized at a Ti5c-4th site as shown in Figure 5.6(a).
In the previous section, it was shown that the lowest unoccupied state of the defect-
free surface has a main contribution from Ti5c-2nd sites and this was the reason for
Ti5c-2nd being the most stable position for the localization. In fact, the lowest un-
occupied state had the second biggest contribution from Ti5c-4th sites in the study.
This is the reason why the Ti5c-4th site is selected as the third localization site.
The delocalized structure is shown in Figure 5.6(b). It was determined through
the following procedure. First, two electrons are added to a defect-free surface and
stabilized at Ti5c-2nd sites. Then, another electron was added while keeping the
lattice structure. Finally, the system was relaxed. It is worth noting that the last
procedure could not be applied to the one-extra-electron case because the system
prefers to have localized structure when relaxed, which indicates the instability of
the delocalized structure in the one-extra-electron system.
The self-consistent total energy of the linearly interpolated structure between
the localized (Figure 5.5(a)) and the delocalized (Figure 5.5(b)) states for the one-
extra-electron system is presented in Figure 5.5(c). It is clear that there is no barrier
between the two states and the energy dierence is about 300 meV. This suggests
that excess electrons favor to form localized states rather than shallow donor states
if Ti5c-2nd sites are empty. For the three-extra-electron case, the self-consistent
total energy of the interpolated structure between the two states is presented in
Figure 5.6(c). In contrast to the one-extra-electron case, there is a barrier between
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two states and the energy dierence is about 50 meV. This suggests that under this
condition excess electrons conducted in the form of delocalized states can remain in
those states at low temperature, thus the coexistence of localized and delocalized
states is possible. The DOS of two states for the three-extra-electron case is shown
in Figure 5.6(d). It is clearly seen that in delocalized conguration, there is a
shallow donor state just below CB-edge.
From the argument above, it is concluded that when Ti5c-2nd sites are eectively
fully occupied the coexistence of gap states and shallow donor states is possible.
Most probably this condition is met in the typical STM image, which leads to
immobile polarons at Ti5c-2nd sites appear as blobs rather than lines. Given that
one VO introduces two excess electrons into Ti5c-2nd sites, under the VO coverage of
6 %ML, more than two excess electrons per VO should be provided from other donor
defects in order to eectively fully occupy the Ti5c-2nd sites. The donor defects will
be Ti interstitials as discussed below.
5.3.4 78 K image under high-reduced condition
There is another lled state image taken at 78 K with a bias voltage of -1.4 V by
Setvin et al. [25] From their image the VO coverage was estimated to be about
15 %ML. It is further denoted as the high-reduced surface to compare with Minato
et al.'s low-reduced one, following experimental notations. [18] Even though this
surface contains apparently more VO than low-reduced one, both STM images look
quite similar. It is natural to interpret each blob as a Ti3+ at a Ti5c-2nd site. Only
the dierence is positions of blobs relative to VO. In the high-reduced case some
blobs occupy nearest-neighbor Ti site to VO. This can be understood by a high VO
coverage in this surface. There are so many VO that each VO competes to form a
typical \rectangle", which results in a compromised structure. As discussed above
and shown in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.2, Ti3+ has almost the same energy at any
Ti5c-2nd sites. So having such a compromised structure is expected not to cost much
energy.
An important observation is that both in low-reduced and high-reduced surface
Ti5c-2nd sites are eectively fully occupied by Ti
3+ at 78 K. This is probably due
to the ionization of subsurface Ti interstitials. Yagi et al. reported that they are
ionized at about 4 K in their transport properties study. [95] Thus, it is inferred
that regardless of VO coverage, Ti5c-2nd sites are eectively fully occupied by excess



















Figure 5.5 One extra electron added to a defect-free 5-layer p(32) surface.
(a) Charge density of the extra electron localized at Ti5c-2nd and (b) in delo-
calize form. (c) Self-consistent total energies of various congurations which
are interpolated between localized (left) and delocalized (right) conguration.
Isosurface level = 0:005 e/A3.
electrons supplied by both VO and Ti interstitials at this temperature. Note that
there is an upper limit in the VO coverage, which is 16.7 %ML. At this coverage,
Ti5c-2nd sites are eectively fully occupied only by excess electrons associated to
VO. Beyond that, the system has to accommodate excess electrons introduced by
VO at dierent sites, which costs more energy. This mechanism seems to be behind
the fact that maximum VO coverage reported in the literatures are found around
15 %ML which is close to 16.7 %ML.
In addition to the -1.4 V image, Setvin et al. reported a -0.6 V image in which a










































Figure 5.6 Three extra electron added to a defect-free 5-layer p(32) surface.
(a) Charge density of the extra electrons localized at Ti5c-2nd and Ti5c-4th sites.
(b) Charge density of extra electrons, two of them being localized at Ti5c-2nd
sites and one in delocalized form. (c) Self-consistent total energies of various
congurations which are interpolated between localized (left) and delocalized
(right) conguration. (d) Density of states of the localized (top-panel) and
delocalized (bottom-panel) conguration. Isosurface level = 0:005 e/A3.
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bright spot is seen on each Ti5c site. This is substantially dierent from the -1.4 V
image. It might be because the gap states cannot be observed at -0.6 V . They
reported that the tip-sample distance is 0.3 A closer than the one used in -1.4 V
image. It is speculated that they observed the delocalized shallow donor states
which are located in the subsurface region such as shown in Figure 5.6(b).
5.3.5 5 K image
A lled state STM image taken at 5 K with a bias voltage of -2 V is reported by
Papageorgiou et al. [24] From their image the VO coverage was estimated to be
about 10 %ML. Note that their image includes a small number of surface bridging
OH defects. Two surface OH defects were counted as one VO, since an OH defect
is known to introduce one excess electron. [22,26] The image consists of very bright
blobs as well as broad and vague lines on Ti5c row, which is dierent from 78 K
images. Setvin et al. observed a complete absence of electric conductivity at tem-
perature below 20 K. Yagi et al. reported that a small polaron model should be
taken into account at temperature above 50 K. [95] As discussed above, they also
reported the ionization of Ti interstitials take place at temperature above about
4 K. From these facts, it was assumed that polarons are frozen at Ti5c-2nd sites and
no excess electrons are provided to Ti5c-2nd sites from Ti interstitials at this tem-
perature. In other words, VO is expected to be charge neutral. Based on this view,
a calculation of a p(62) surface with a neutral VO was conducted. The features
were successfully reproduced as shown in Figure 5.7(a). In order to reproduce the
vague line, the contrast was adjusted. The corresponding charge density of the gap
states and the DOS are presented in Figure 5.7(b) and 5.7(c), respectively. It is
evident from Figure 5.7(b) that the bright blob corresponds to a Ti3+ at a Ti5c-2nd
site. This is important because it allows one to count the number of excess electrons
at the surface. By comparing that number with the number of surface donor defects
one can check whether the assumption, VO is charge neutral, was correct or not.
The charge state of VO was estimated to be almost neutral, being consistent with
the assumption. Thus, it is inferred that at this temperature, excess electrons from
Ti interstitials are not activated and consequently VO are neutral.































Figure 5.7 Electronic structure of a 4-layer p(62) surface with a neutral VO.
(a) Filled state STM image and (b) corresponding charge density of band gap
states about 1 eV below CB-edge. (c) Density of states. A tip-sample distance
is about 3 A. Isosurface level = 0:0014 e/A3.
5.3.6 Temperature dependency of VO reactivity behind experimental com-
plications
As reviewed by Pang et al., [96] despite previous works, oxygen chemisorption on
this surface at low temperature is still complicated. This is clearly seen in recent
discussion on a saturation coverage of O2 molecules. While Kimmel and Petrik
conclude that the saturation coverage of O2 depends almost linearly on VO coverage,
[91] Lira et al. report that it highly depends on the sample preparation history.
[16] The former view supports the oxygen-vacancy model in which the reactivity
of reduced surfaces is determined only by VO and their accompanying electrons,
whereas the latter propose the view in which Ti interstitials dominate the surface
reactivity. [96] In addition, the reported saturation coverage of O2 dier widely
under the typical VO coverage of 8 %ML. While Henderson et al. suggest that
three O2 molecules adsorb per one VO, [86] Kimmel and Petrik conclude about two
O2 molecules per VO, [91] and Lira et al. report that ve O2 molecules are adsorbed
per VO in one sample. [16]
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A key to understand these discrepancies lies in an adsorption temperature (Tad) of
O2 molecules. While Kimmel and Petrik conducted O2 exposure at 25 K, Henderson
et al. and Lira et al. did it at 120-130 K. It was shown that at 5 K the number
of excess electrons around VO is kept constant at two up to the VO coverage of
16.7 %ML. This explains the linear behaviour of the O2 saturation coverage reported
by Kimmel and Petrik under Tad = 25 K. It should be noted that probably a part of
Ti interstitials are ionized even at this temperature as suggested by Yagi et al. [95]
This is in fact seen in the subtle non-linear behaviour of their result in which the
saturation coverage of O2 decreases from 2.35 to 2.07 as VO coverage grows from
8 %ML to 14.5 %ML. VO seem to compete limited number of excess electrons
supplied from partially ionized Ti interstitials. Although they carefully increased
VO coverage by an electron-irradiation instead of the sputter-and-anneal cycles in
order not to increase Ti interstitials in subsurface region, it is inferred that the
eect of Ti interstitials formed before the electron-irradiation is not negligible even
at this temperature.
In contrast, it was shown that Ti5c-2nd sites are eectively fully occupied indepen-
dent of VO coverage at 78 K, probably because subsurface Ti interstitials provide
excess electrons to Ti5c-2nd sites at this temperature. After Ti5c-2nd sites are eec-
tively fully occupied, those excess electrons presumably form Ti3+ in deeper layer
such as at Ti5c-4th shown in Figure 5.6(b). They form band gap states as seen in
Figure 5.6(d) which can be observed as Ti 3d states in PES and EELS. When the
Ti5c-2nd sites become empty, those subsurface Ti
3+ probably diuse to the Ti5c-2nd
sites since they are lower in energy. This means that the number of excess electrons
depends on the density of Ti interstitials near surface region, which is determined
by the preparation history. [16] Although Tad = 125 K is slightly higher than 78 K,
this mechanism can explain the preparation history dependence of the O2 saturation
coverage reported by Lira et al. , and consequently accounts for the big dierence
between Lira et al. and Henderson et al.
In short, the oxygen-vacancy model seems to be valid at very low temperature.
However, from the discussion above, it can be said that the model needs to be
modied at temperature above at least 78 K. Above that temperature, VO reactivity
depends on the density of Ti interstitials in subsurface region which is determined
by the sample preparation history. The exact temperatures at which the excess
electrons belong to Ti interstitials become active, and whether this interpretation
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is valid even at room tempeature remains unclear. It would be illuminating to take
lled state STM images at various temperatures, especially from about 5 K to 130 K
as well as at room temperature.
5.4 Summary
Filled state STM images taken at 5 K and 78 K were reproduced by calculations
based on density functional theory and screened hybrid functionals. Total energy
comparisons between localized and delocalized states in a defect-free surface sug-
gested that having an eectively occupied Ti5c-2nd sites is a prerequisite for a for-
mation of shallow donor states. It was concluded that Ti5c-2nd sites are eectively
fully occupied independent of VO coverage up to a saturation coverage of 16.7 %ML
at 78 K. This can be explained by a supply of excess electrons to Ti5c-2nd sites from
Ti interstitials in subsurface region. In contrast, Ti5c-2nd sites are lled only by
excess electrons of VO at 5 K. This mechanism can explain a seemingly contradict-
ing reports on O2 saturation coverage at low temperature. Finally, it was proposed
that the oxygen-vacancy model needs to be modied at temperature above 78 K.
Above that temperature, excess electrons belong to subsurface Ti interstitials are




In order to broaden the atomic-scale understanding of the surface chemistry of
TiO2, DFT calculations on reduced rutile TiO2 (110) surface were carried out. The
primary interest of this study was in the nature of excess electrons around the
bridging oxygen vacancy (VO), which play important roles in surface reactions. To
properly describe the localizing nature of excess electrons in DFT, a method called
hybrid functional (HSE06) was adopted.
A systematic comparison between DFT+U and HSE06 methods reveal following.
One VO introduces two excess electrons. Each excess electron localizes at a Ti site
forming a Ti3+ state, or a polaron state in the band gap, 1 eV below the conduction
band edge. The spatial extent of each polaron is about (6.5  7) A along the basal
plane of the Ti centered octahedron. The total energy of the system depends on
the position of polarons. The polaron is the most stable at 2nd layer below Ti5c
(Ti5c-2nd). It is explained in terms of spatial symmetry breaking, where the defect
free unoccupied lowest state becomes localized on only two subsurface Ti sites.In
the (42) cell, DFT+U (U=4.2 eV) and HSE06 give more or less identical results
except that latter describes the band gap much better.
From the total energy analysis, it is concluded that a bipolaron is stable only in
close proximity of an oxygen vacancy. The energy contribution of lattice deforma-
tions is negligible compared to the electrostatic interaction.
Based on these understandings, lled state STM images taken at 5 K and 78 K
were reproduced. Bright blobs were shown to be excess electrons localized at Ti5c-2nd
sites. Total energy comparisons between localized and delocalized states in a defect-
free surface suggested that having an eectively occupied Ti5c-2nd sites is a prerequi-
site for a formation of shallow donor states. It was concluded that Ti5c-2nd sites are
eectively fully occupied independent of VO coverage up to a saturation coverage of
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16.7 %ML at 78 K. This can be explained by a supply of excess electrons to Ti5c-2nd
sites from Ti interstitials in subsurface region. In contrast, Ti5c-2nd sites are lled
only by excess electrons of VO at 5 K. This mechanism can explain a seemingly
contradicting reports on O2 saturation coverage at low temperature. Finally, it was
proposed that the oxygen-vacancy model needs to be modied at temperature above
78 K. Above that temperature, excess electrons belong to subsurface Ti interstitials
are expected to take part in the surface reaction via Ti5c-2nd sites.
From another perspective, this work opens a new way of surface chemistry in
which both DFT and STM are utilized to directly observe reactive defects such as
Ti3+ states, which play crucial roles in charge transfer to adsorbed molecules thus
directly aect the eciency of photocalalysis, on the surface of metal oxides.
Future perspectives
The results presented in this work provides a rm starting point for the recent
issues on O2 chemisorption such as the chemical state of O2, dissociation channel
or saturation coverage. In particular, a study on the relative stability of Ti3+
which is introduced by a Ti interstitail deeper in the surface will be interesting.
From experimental side, it would be illuminating to take lled state STM images
at various temperatures, especially from about 5 K to 130 K as well as at room
temperature. The view presented in this work can be extended to the discussion
of the role of oxygen vacancy on other reactions such as the low temperature CO
oxidation on Au nanoparticle-loaded TiO2.
Since the capability of STM and DFT of describing a spacial distribution of Ti3+
species are veried in the thesis, properties of metal oxides can be understood by
using this information. The dierence in photocatalytic performance between ru-
tile and anatase should be revisited in this respect. Also, the dierence in the
behaviour of active species at sufrace can help understand the functionality of in-
terfaces between dierent surfaces or even dierent materials. Since this TiO2 is d
0
conguration, the result of this thesis is expected to be valid especially for other d0
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